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Executive Summary
This Aeronautical Study was commissioned to provide a determination in response to
a request from the Deputy Chief of the Air Force (DCAF) seeking a recommendation
from the Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA) as to the minimum acceptable level of
air traffic service (ATS) required at Williamtown during periods of Department of
Defence (Defence) stand-down.

1.1 Operational Context
Williamtown Air Traffic Control (ATC) provides a Class C service between 0800 and
2200 (local) Monday to Friday in Restricted Airspace surrounding Williamtown. During
this period, the airspace above Williamtown is restricted to prevent civil air traffic
conflicting with military aviation activity. On weekends and during a four week standdown period over the Christmas/New Year break, the Restricted Airspace is
deactivated by a Notice to Airman (NOTAM) and reverts to Class G airspace with
overlying Class E airspace from 8,500 feet (ft) to the start of Class A airspace at
Flight Level 180.
Williamtown/Newcastle Airport is a military aerodrome that accommodates limited
civilian aircraft movements.
Defence – through the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) – has given permission for
six regular public transport (RPT) aircraft arrivals per hour during 0600 and 2200
hours. Outside ATC hours, Newcastle Airport Limited (NAL) has been delegated
authority to allow charter and RPT flights to utilise the aerodrome in accordance with
the six arrivals per hour. The agreements states that:
The agreement between NAL and Defence states that:
Subject to any term of Agreement to the contrary, RPT and Charter Operations will be
permitted in accordance with the following operation limitations:
Between 0600 and 2200 hour each day six aircraft arrivals and unlimited
aircraft departures are permitted each hour and access is permitted for this
purpose.
Aircraft Movement rates may be considered sufficiently flexible to allow them
to be exceeded in some circumstances such in the case of unavoidable
delays.
However, it is important to note that Defence will provide ATS between 0800 and
2200 hours local except for weekends and during the month-long stand-down period
from mid December each year.
Utilising the schedules supplied at Appendix A, the following percentages were
calculated: 2.1% of all movements during weekdays arrive before the Tower delivers
a C Class service and 12.8% of all movements depart on weekdays before the Tower
delivers a service.
More aircraft could operate into Williamtown under the Agreement than is currently
the case, but operations are restricted by the limited parking available. According to
NAL (Manager Aviation Services Newcastle Airport) there is only space for a total of
eight aircraft:
• two jets (737 or A320);
• one Dash 8; and
• five Metroliners or Jetstreams.
During the data gathering process, detailed discussions were held with all known
airspace users to ascertain their perceived risks to aircraft operations at and around
Williamtown. One major area of concern identified was the potential conflict between
inbound/outbound passenger transport and non-radio Visual Flight Rules (VFR) traffic
transiting the Williamtown area at approximately 3,000 ft and above. The transiting
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VFR traffic may be considered ‘non-radio’ because of the potential for them to be on
different frequencies, or not radio equipped.
The Office of Airspace Regulation (OAR) commissioned R2A, a risk consulting firm to
conduct a risk analysis of Williamtown.
After R2A conducted interviews with airspace users, OAR identified the need to
consult further with Airservices Australia (Airservices). This was done at R2A’s
Melbourne offices.
An interim recommendation was provided to DCAF that, during stand-down, the
minimum airspace classification should be Class D and that ATS in accordance with
this classification should be provided. In addition, it was advised that the ATS
associated with Class D airspace should be implemented as soon as possible for all
stand-down periods, including weekends, until a final determination by OAR was
made.
This report forms the basis of the determination as to of the minimum level of service
required for Williamtown in response to the request from DCAF.

1.2 Available Options
The following four options were considered as feasible with the current traffic levels:
1.2.1. Extending a Class E radar service from a base of 8,500 ft down to either
4,500 ft or 3,500 ft Above Mean Sea Level (AMSL) was considered. However
this was not a viable option as there was insufficient time available to make
this determination for the Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP), Airservices,
to be notified, conduct a risk assessment in accordance with their safety
management system, do a training needs analysis, facilitate resourcing for the
provision of ATS, design and develop training for personnel and develop ATC
procedures.
1.2.2. The Air Risk Model (ARM) revealed that ATS associated with Class D
airspace between 0800 and 2200 (local) seven days a week, in existing
restricted airspace known as the “Military Control Zone,” provided the optimal
reduction in collision risk with an associated annual cost of approximately
$436,296 Australian Dollars (AUD).
1.2.3. Restricted airspace established between 0800 and 2200 (local), seven days a
week with entry requirements being mandatory carriage and use of a
serviceable transponder, radio carriage and adherence to existing Common
Traffic Advisory Frequency (Radio required) (CTAF(R)) procedures, reduced
the collision risk from the existing Class G environment by a magnitude of 10,
with an insignificant additional annual cost. Additionally, NAL offered to
provide a Unicom (Universal communication) service which would provide a
further risk reduction in the short to medium term at a cost of $5,000AUD per
annum (pa). Unicom provides several safety benefits:
• It satisfies the Australian Transport Safety Bureau (ATSB)
recommendation for frequency confirmation.
• It satisfies the ATSB recommendation for alerted traffic information for
RPT aircraft.
• Pilots receive confirmation of the serviceability of communications
equipment.
• Pilots may be provided with relevant traffic information.
• Pilots may be provided with current aerodrome weather information.
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1.3 Determination
The initial recommendation for Class D airspace on 31 August 2007 was based on
limited data. Following a further risk assessment, consultation with airspace users
and a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) of potential mitigating measures, the OAR, on
9 November 2007, determined that Class G airspace was the most appropriate
airspace designation for Williamtown during periods of stand-down. The OAR noted
that the determination was based on historical and current traffic levels and
dispositions and the expected absence of military traffic during weekends and the
stand-down period.
On 4 December 2007, the Director of Aviation Safety (DAS) for Australia (the Chief
Executive Office of CASA) considered the particular circumstances surrounding
Williamtown as well as the significance of Williamtown as a substantial regional
airport with an expanding number of scheduled passenger carrying operations and
involving progressively larger aircraft. The DAS considered that in this case, the
public expectation would be of a higher level of risk mitigation.
The new determination by the DAS took into consideration a number of factors
including:
• The presence of existing operational tower facilities.
• The availability of qualified ATC personnel.
• The obvious enhanced safety benefit of ATS to passengers using Williamtown
airspace during the stand-down period.
The RAAF provided ATS over the 2007/08 stand-down period. Airservices and
Defence are collaborating on delivering ATS in the longer term. The OAR is reviewing
the implementation of the Key Recommendations below and the determination of
9 November 2007.

1.4 Key Recommendations
To ensure that risk was reduced as low as reasonably practicable, the following
safety measures were strongly recommended to be considered for implementation by
Defence, Airservices, NAL and aircraft operators:
• Provision of Unicom. The OAR strongly urges implementation of Unicom.
• A higher priority to be placed on restoration of a reliable radar service using
Williamtown radars at Brisbane ATS Centre (ATSC).
• A pilot education programme conducted to improve use of correct frequencies;
vigilance in areas of higher risk and compliance with procedures outside
controlled airspace.
• Rationalisation of radio communications frequencies (there are at least five
frequencies which could be used by VFR transits in the Williamtown area).
• Access to the Williamtown Restricted Airspace by powered aircraft only permitted
if transponding.
• Access to the Williamtown Restricted Airspace by passenger transport aircraft
with 10 seats or more only permitted if equipped with a Traffic Collision Avoidance
System (TCAS).
• Provision by Airservices of a radar directed traffic information (DTI) service in
Class G airspace to the lower limit of radar cover (approximately 4,000 ft)
regularised.
• The lower limit of Class E airspace reduced to 4,000 ft.
• The lower limit of Class E airspace reduced below 4,000 ft in association with the
improved Williamtown radar reliability.
• Restrict numbers of aircraft movements.
• Aerodrome air traffic control service.
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2

Introduction
The airspace surrounding Williamtown aerodrome is routinely under the control of
Williamtown ATC who provide a Class C airspace ATS between 0800 and 2200
(local) Monday to Friday. No ATS is provided on weekends and public holidays, and
during a four week stand-down period from mid December each year.
On 10 July 2007, DCAF requested recommendations from CASA as to the minimum
acceptable level of service required at Williamtown during periods of stand-down,
including weekends.
The OAR employed the consultancy firm R2A to assist with an Aeronautical Study.
The process for the Study was based on the New Zealand Civil Aviation Authority’s
proposed practice, developed by the Ambidji Group and R2A during February 2007.
The process addresses the issue through a due diligence based risk model, involving
all stakeholders of the airspace studied. The process takes cognisance of the fact
that stakeholders sometimes have different expectations to the airspace regulator
and includes:
• types of aircraft utilising the airspace,
• traffic density and distribution,
• airspace complexity,
• types of air to ground communication,
• types and capabilities of surveillance systems, and
• local terrain and weather conditions.
Three different methods have been applied to assess the risk associated with
Williamtown during periods of stand-down:
1. an ARM model and a FN-curve developed by CASA and utilised by the OAR;
2. the experience of airspace users (through generative interviews conducted by
R2A); and
3. a simple semi-quantitative ‘Threat Barrier Model’ developed by R2A.
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3

Background
The aerodrome at RAAF Base Williamtown was built during 1941 to protect the
strategic port and industrial areas of the region. The aerodrome is located on the New
South Wales coast between Newcastle (approximately 9 nautical miles (NM) southwest) and Port Stevens (approximately 11 NM north-east).
The aerodrome is the major Defence fighter and fighter-training base and is home to
F/A-18 Hornets, Hawk Lead-In-Fighters and PC-9s. New 737-700 aircraft (Airborne
Early Warning & Control) will also be based at the aerodrome from approximately
2009.
The aerodrome is an operational military airfield where civilian operations must be
approved. Currently six RPT and charter moves are permitted per hour. The civilian
operations are managed by a joint-partner operation between Newcastle City Council
and Port Stephens Council, operating as NAL. NAL has leased 23 hectares of the
aerodrome for 40 years from the Federal Government for the purpose of civilian air
travel.
The aerodrome consists of a single runway aligned north-west/south-east and is
suitable for B737-800 and A320 aircraft, which are the largest RPT aircraft operating
at Williamtown.

3.1 Previous Studies
Two studies were recently conducted on Williamtown:
1. A Quick Look Airspace Risk Assessment, Williamtown Transition Airspace,
Version 1, by Airservices in December 2005.
2. An Aeronautical Study – Williamtown, by Airservices in February 2007.
The Quick Look Airspace Risk Assessment in 2005 constructed models to calculate
the probability that the geometry of conflict in the Williamtown airspace was such that
a collision would not be averted. The Assessment made no particular conclusion or
recommendation. The Assessment noted that the annual collision risk and fatality
estimate during stand-down at Williamtown were slightly lower than the estimates for
Broome.
The Airservices Aeronautical Study in 2007 was based on notional trigger points,
drawn from the draft Civil Aviation Safety Regulation (CASR) Part 71, of actual
movements and total passenger numbers. In both cases the threshold of 50,000
movements and 250,000 passengers annually was exceeded; the numbers used
were 56,400 (estimated) and 834,500 respectively. The report made the following
recommendations for safety risk improvement, however did not evaluate them:
• provision of a Certified Air/Ground Radio Service (CA/GRS),
• provision of an Class D Tower,
• provision of a primary radar-feed from Williamtown to Brisbane ATSC,
• the nomination of an alternative frequency for aerodrome vehicles, and
• increasing the Rescue and Fire Fighting (RFF) capacity to meet the civilian
requirements of CASR Part 139H.
The study team concluded that a higher level of service than DTI was required for the
stand-down period.

3.2 Study by R2A
In September 2007, R2A was commissioned by the OAR to review the risk to aircraft
operations at Williamtown during stand-down periods when RAAF ATS were not
available. A safety case approach was adopted, focusing on generative interviews
with primary users including pilots of RPT aircraft, NAL and RAAF personnel, as well
as the existing Newcastle Airport / RAAF Base Williamtown Users Group
(Williamtown Users Group).
Williamtown Aeronautical Study – Version 1.0
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The main safety issue identified was an RPT aircraft encountering undetected traffic,
typically a transiting VFR aircraft without a transponder. The primary cause of
undetected traffic was believed to be transiting VFR pilots, at 3,000 ft and above,
operating on the nominal Class G airspace frequency during transit rather than the
Williamtown specific CTAF(R) frequency.
The preferred precautionary recommendations from the Williamtown Users Group,
based on an expert un-quantified cost-benefit assessment, was to lower Class E
airspace to 4,000 ft over the CTAF(R) and provide a Newcastle Airport Unicom,
preferably with access to Williamtown primary and secondary radar.
Lowering Class E airspace to 4,000 ft was expected to encourage pilots to actively
decide on a course of action – to decide either to transit Class E airspace (confirm
transponder on, code 1200 selected and the correct area frequency selected and
monitored) or to transit the CTAF(R) on the Williamtown specific CTAF(R) frequency.
This change was expected to reduce the number of undetected VFR aircraft transiting
the area. The provision of a Newcastle Airport Unicom with radar feeds was expected
to enhance ‘alerted see and avoid’ through second party advice.
It should be noted that strong opposition was expressed by various stakeholders,
including experienced ATC personnel within both Airservices and the RAAF, with
regard to the provision of radar data to a Unicom service which, it was believed, could
introduce additional risks.
It was also noted that the particular incidents which had prompted the request from
DCAF for a review had already been directly and individually addressed (see the R2A
Report at Appendix D). Steps already taken included the formation of the Williamtown
Users Group, the provision of primary and secondary radar feeds from Williamtown to
the Brisbane ATSC, and the publication of Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) holding
patterns.
All RPT pilots interviewed volunteered the observation that operations at Williamtown
during periods when the RAAF was not providing ATS, on weekends or during standdown, was of less concern than at many other non-towered Australian airports.
Abbreviated incident reports received by the ATSB for Williamtown airspace, for a
three year period from July 2004, are attached in Appendix C.

3.3 Risk Drivers Identified by Airservices
The following risk drivers were identified by Airservices during the R2A study:
1. RPT aircraft use the runway with less taxi distance whenever the down-wind
component was 5 knots or less. This meant that, on occasion, RPT operations
used a runway contrary to the circuit direction.
2. Failure of the radar outside of RAAF ATC hours could take considerable time
to repair.
3. A number of vehicles were using the CTAF(R) frequency for matters not
associated with CTAF(R) operations.
4. Some VFR aircraft are transiting Williamtown airspace in the vicinity of the
airfield without an operating transponder and/or not communicating on the
CTAF(R) frequency. This was confirmed by several ATSB incident reports
(see Appendix C).
5. The Williamtown radar data-feed to Brisbane ATSC had not consistently
provided reliable data. It was established that the Williamtown primary radarfeed to Brisbane was considered by Brisbane ATC to be unreliable and the
ATSC secondary surveillance radar was not reliable below 4,000 ft. Therefore
it could not be considered as a barrier as described in the R2A model.
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3.4 Options Considered
The following recommendations were considered as possible solutions to the safety
issues identified at Williamtown when ATS was not provided:
3.4.1

Extending a Class E radar service from a base of 8,500 ft down to either
4,500 ft or 3,500 ft AMSL was not a viable option. There was insufficient time
available (to make this determination) for Airservices to be notified, conduct a
risk assessment in accordance with their safety management system, carry
out a training needs analysis, facilitate resourcing for the provision of ATS,
design and develop training for personnel and develop ATC procedures.

3.4.2

The ARM revealed that ATS associated with Class D airspace between 0800
and 2200 (local) seven days a week, provided the optimal reduction in
collision risk with an associated annual cost of approximately $436,296AUD (
see paragraph 8.1).

3.4.3

Restricted airspace established between 0800 and 2200 (local), seven days a
week with entry requirements being mandatory carriage and use of a
serviceable transponder, radio carriage and adherence to existing CTAF(R)
procedures, reduced the collision risk from the existing Class G environment
by a magnitude of 10, with an insignificant additional annual cost.

3.4.4

NAL offered to provide a Unicom service which would provide a further risk
reduction in the short to medium term at a cost of $5,000AUD pa. Unicom
provides several safety benefits including confirmation of correct frequency
selection, confirmation of serviceability of communications equipment,
information on reported traffic and information on observed traffic.

3.4.5

Existing Class G airspace with risk mitigators to meet minimum requirements
and consideration of numerous safety measures as discussed in this Study.

Williamtown Aeronautical Study – Version 1.0
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4

Data
4.1 Operators
The following operators were identified as operating from Williamtown during standdown:
• Jetstar (operating A320),
• Virgin blue (operating B737-800),
• Brindabella Airlines,
• Aeropelican,
• Royal Flying Doctor Service (RFDS),
• Newcastle Helicopters (a training school),
• RAAF Flying Club,
• RAAF Gliding Club, and
• an occasional RAAF transport aircraft (approximately two pa).
During stand-down, the airspace around Williamtown is used by:
• arriving and departing aircraft as listed above;
• flying training by the RAAF Flying Club;
• gliding and training by the RAAF Glider Club;
• helicopter training;
• at the southern edge of the airspace but outside the airfield perimeter, helicopters
operate between the port and ships;
• emergency aircraft; and
• transiting aircraft.
All non-military and non-emergency operations into Williamtown require prior
approval from Defence. Non-military flights use the civil apron. NAL has been
delegated authority to approve up to six arrivals per hour with a 10 minutes interval
between every arrival. There are no unauthorised civil landings at Williamtown.
The agreement between NAL and Defence states that:
Subject to any term of Agreement to the contrary, RPT and Charter Operations will be
permitted in accordance with the following operation limitations:
Between 0600 and 2200 hour each day six aircraft arrivals and unlimited
aircraft departures are permitted each hour and access is permitted for this
purpose.
Aircraft Movement rates may be considered sufficiently flexible to allow them
to be exceeded in some circumstances such in the case of unavoidable
delays.
However, it is important to note that Defence will provide ATS between 0800 and
2200 hours local except for weekends and during the month-long stand-down period
from mid December each year.
Utilising the schedules supplied at Appendix A, the following percentages were
calculated: 2.1% of all movements during weekdays arrive before the Tower delivers
a C Class service and 12.8% of all movements depart on weekdays before the Tower
delivers a service.
More aircraft could operate into Williamtown under the Agreement than is currently
the case, but operations are restricted by the limited parking available. According to
NAL (Manager Aviation Services Newcastle Airport) there is only space for a total of
eight aircraft:
• two jets (737 or A320);
• one Dash 8; and
• five Metroliners or Jetstreams.
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4.2 RPT Movements
The airline schedules at Appendix A were used to estimate RPT movements and are
summarised in the table below.
Estimated Scheduled Movements total pa

17,160

Estimated Scheduled Movements during Tower Hours pa

12,672

Estimated Scheduled Movements outside Tower hours pa
Table 4.1. Estimated RPT movements

4,488

Using the airlines schedules at Appendix A, it was established that Williamtown had
averaged 330 RPT movements per week, with 66 of these movements being on the
weekend. It was further estimated that in the next two years traffic may increase by
up to 10.9% which was calculated from the anticipated growth. Movement growth,
according to the Manager Aviation Services Newcastle Airport, can be mainly
attributed to:
• 18 additional Jetstar movements using A320 (personnel communication NAL);
• 18 new Tiger Airways movements using A320 (personnel communication NAL);
and
• a possible increase in Virgin Blue movements caused by the replacement of the
current B737-800 with a larger number of operations by Embraer, a smaller type
of aircraft, thereby keeping the number of passengers constant by higher seat
utilisation.

4.3 Current Movements
The OAR has estimated the total current movements from available data making the
following assumptions:
• 80% of all traffic movements are in Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC)
(confirmed with RAAF);
• 20% of all traffic movements are in Instrument Meteorological Conditions (IMC)
(confirmed with RAAF);
• military movements were 22,500 pa with half in VMC (data provided by the
RAAF), but for stand-down periods, military movements were estimated as only
2% of that figure (actually only two pa);
• transiting movements were extrapolated from sample radar data from one
weekend in July 2007 – in total, 37 movements were observed on one day; and
• aircraft were divided into three different categories based on passenger capacity:
- Light (L) – less than 10 passengers;
- Medium (M) – between 10 and 38 passengers; and
- Heavy (H) – more than 38 passengers.
Types
VFR (L)
VFR (M)
IFR (L)

Movements
5,380
11,250
2,460

Percentages
10.3%
21.6%
4.7%

IFR (M)

23,021

44.3%

IFR (H)

9,880

19.0%

Total

51,991

100%

Comments
transit movements
all were considered as military
from airline schedules (see Appendix A)
11,250 military, the remainder from airline
schedules (see Appendix A)
estimated from airline schedules (see
Appendix A)

Table 4.2. Total current movements
Although it was not possible to equate the data above with the movements and
passenger numbers supplied by Airservices, the data compares favourably with the
Airservices estimate of 56,400 movements.
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4.4 Total Movements during Stand-down
For the purpose of this Study, all military movements were excluded from the
movement data. In addition, the helicopters operating between the port and ships
were excluded for the purpose of this exercise because they were clearly avoiding the
flight path of the RPT aircraft and hence not adding to potential conflicts.
The decision to exclude the helicopter movements was based on a visual inspection
of Williamtown radar tapes. Estimated annualised stand-down movements were
made in relation to movements at Williamtown based on radar tapes for three
different weekend days, when RAAF Tower services were not provided.
The table below was developed on the basis of these exclusions to show the
estimated annualised stand-down movements.
VFR (L) (mainly transits)
VFR (M)
IFR (L)
IFR (M)
IFR (H)
Total

2,444
0
2,460
7,280
9,880
22,064

11.08%
0.00%
11.15%
32.99%
44.78%
100.00%

Table 4.3. Estimated annualised stand-down movements

4.5 Trigger Points
Airservices trigger points for an aeronautical study for a Class D Tower are listed
below:
1. total annual aircraft movements exceed 50,000;
2. total annual passenger transport aircraft movements exceed 10,000; and
3. total annual passenger numbers (arrival and departure passengers) exceed
250,000.
The above figures include all movements within the airspace to be studied.

4.6 Incident Reports
The aviation safety incidents reported to the ATSB for the three year period from
July 2004 were studied. It was noted that only one relevant incident occurred in the
Williamtown airspace during that period. This incident was noted in the previous
studies discussed at Section 3.1. A summary of all reported incidents is at
Appendix C.

4.7 Surveillance
The Williamtown radar tapes were examined for the period 0400 to 2200 local for
Sunday 23 September 2007.
The general traffic trend for that day was as follows:
• There were a significant amount of general aviation traffic close to Maitland and
other airfields in the area between 2,000 and 3, 000 ft but none of it entered the
Williamtown Control Zone (CTR).
• All the helicopter traffic in the Williamtown CTR was concentrated in the
Newcastle port area, with most of the flights going out to sea. There were a small
number of helicopter flights up and down the General Aviation (GA) coastal route
below 500 ft.
• All except three transits tracked via the coastal route at below 1,000 ft.
• The three transits that did not conform to the coastal route followed a track
approximately Port Stephens to Maitland and the reverse, at altitudes between
3,000 and 4,000 ft.
• Some local area activity was noted. Circuits were being conducted for about 45
minutes in the afternoon but, during the arrival of a number of RPT aircraft, the
Williamtown Aeronautical Study – Version 1.0
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•
•
•

circuit aircraft tracked to a position 5 NM north east and operated between 3,000
and 5,000 ft until the RPT aircraft had landed.
There did not seem to be any conflictions either between arriving and departing
RPT aircraft, or between RPT aircraft and other traffic.
Most aircraft, except one of the local area aircraft and one up the GA lane, were
transponder equipped.
The weather conditions on the day were good for flying.
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5

Models
5.1 ARM and FN-curve
CASA has developed ‘acceptable risk criteria’ with regards to the risk of midair
conflicts within provincial airport terminal areas. The collision risk model developed by
CASA, in 1996, is focused on a non-radar controlled terminal area model and no
significant changes have been made since its development and presentation to the
Review of the General Concept of Separation Panel (RGCSP), now the Separation
and Airspace Safety Panel, of the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO).
This method includes the ARM, which is used to calculate benefits in terms of
fatalities and injuries avoided by implementing safety measures. The ARM presumes
that there is a ‘Potential Conflict Pair’, i.e. a pair of aircraft whose manoeuvres are
such that if no intervening action is taken the aircraft will reach a loss of control point
where it will be too late to take evasive action and luck becomes the determining
factor in whether the aircraft collide or not. The model is consistent with the service
rendered during stand-down at Williamtown.
The model is based on the Linear Criterion concept which stipulates that the
frequency of an accident should be inversely proportional to its severity – an accident
involving ten fatalities should happen ten times less frequently (1/10 as often) than an
accident involving one fatality.
The annualised movement data from Figure 4.3 was used and applied to the ARM
developed by CASA. The results are shown in Figure 5.1 (over page).
Three different situations were selected to simulate the traffic movements within
Williamtown airspace.
Line 1 (top) excludes 98% of all military movements which occur during ATC hours
and straddles the Scrutiny Line. This data was also partially used to make the interim
recommendation to DCAF in August 2007. The arrow in Figure 5.1 indicates the area
of conflict which can be expected between VFR traffic and large RPT aircraft.
Line 2 (middle) represents the data excluding all military movements as well as
helicopter movements. The line is clearly below the Scrutiny Line. Again, this line gets
closest to the Scrutiny Line when calculating VFR and RPT conflicting pairs.
Line 3 (bottom) indicates the risk profile of Williamtown if a Class D Tower service
was provided. According to internal CASA studies, it was established that introducing
a Class D Tower service at an aerodrome will reduce the risk profile by a factor of
three. This line is clearly separated from the Scrutiny Line and straddles what is
termed the middle As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP) line.
The model indicates that the area of likely conflict can be expected between large
RPT aircraft and VFR traffic. However, from discussion with the Williamtown Users
Group it was learnt that most VFR traffic is tracking via the coastline and therefore is
not in conflict with the RPT traffic.
The RAAF Flying Club and the RAAF Gliding Club strictly comply with all applicable
radio procedures, and are aware of the RPT movements and therefore pose no
significant threat (communication by RAAF personnel and site visit).
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Figure 5.1: Risk lines 1, 2 and 3

5.2 Generative Interviews
Although the generative interviews with stakeholders were a critical input to the threat
barrier model explained below, the interview methodology is separated from the
collision risk model because it describes the experience of the airspace users.
The primary approach used by R2A was that of generative interviews. ‘Generative’
technique is a term adopted from James Reason’s work in the risk area (Reason,
1993). It generally refers to selective interviews and has much to do with morale and
the willingness of people to constructively speak up and for the organisation to
respond positively. In a legal sense it provides assurance after the event that no one
can say, ‘I knew that but nobody listened’.
Generative interviews are top-down enquiries and judgements of unique
organisations, rather than a bottom-up audit for deficiencies and castigation of
variations for like organisations. The top-down approach focuses on upsides and
downsides of conditions or alternatively assesses strengths, weaknesses, threats and
Williamtown Aeronautical Study – Version 1.0
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opportunities. The object is to delve sufficiently until evidence to sustain a judgement
is transparently available to those who are concerned. In generative interviews,
enquiries should be positive and indicate future directions, whereas audits are often
negative and suggest what ought not to have been done in the past.
The following people were interviewed:
• Executive Officer 44 Wing (ATC), RAAF Base Williamtown.
• ATC Detachment Commander, RAAF Base Williamtown.
• Officer in Charge, RAAF Base Williamtown Flying Club.
• CHC Helicopters, RAAF Base Williamtown.
• General Manager, Aeropelican.
• Newcastle Helicopters.
• Brindabella Airlines (by telephone).
• Jetstar.
• QANTAS Link (by telephone).
• Virgin Blue.
• Manager Aviation Services Newcastle Airport
During the generative stakeholder interviews and Williamtown Users Group Meeting,
the following potential threat barriers were reviewed (see the R2A Report at
Appendix D):
• Class C Tower (Defence),
• Class D Tower (civilian),
• Restricted airspace – mandatory transponder, and
• Unicom and Class E airspace to 4,000 ft.
It was noted by representatives of the RAAF that the only viable Tower option with
the resources available was a Class C Tower service, as it was more efficient and
less expensive for the RAAF to achieve this higher level of service than to retrain staff
for the operation of a Class D Tower service. A civilian Class D Tower option using
the RAAF Tower was not considered practicable by the RAAF due to security and
equipment manufacturer warranty requirements.
The prospect of establishing a new civilian Class D Tower service was not considered
further by any of the interviewed parties as it was considered to be very expensive.
The mandatory transponder option was considered by the Williamtown Users Group
as being difficult in the short term, in part because all RPT aircraft would be required
to have TCAS for the option to be effective.

5.3 Simple Semi-quantitative Threat Barrier Model
R2A developed the following simple semi-quantitative threat barrier model to explore
the central issue of a RPT aircraft encountering undetected traffic.

Figure 5.2. Simple semi-quantitative threat barrier model
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Two loss of control points were defined in the R2A model. The first is the operational
loss of control point, which is consistent with the ICAO definition of a loss of control,
and the second, a legal loss of control point, which is defined as the collision
envelope of one aircraft touching another aircraft.
R2A found that there appeared to be four possible independent barriers prior to the
operational loss of control point as tabulated in Figure 5.2:
1. special use airspace,
2. third party control,
3. second party control, and
4. first party control.
The first, special use airspace, was almost the elimination option, that is, would it be
possible to remove undetected traffic from the airspace? In addition to defining an
airspace that required all aircraft to be detectable, this barrier also relied on education
and enforcement.
Third party control would provide positive separation for aircraft in the airspace. This
could be provided by either a Class C or D Tower service.
Second party control resulting in alerted see and avoid could be made up of a
number of barriers including traffic advice from Brisbane ATSC, CTAF(R), and
Newcastle Airport Unicom as well as other pilots in the area.
First party control relies entirely on see and avoid by the pilot(s).
After the operational loss of control point, there is a final evasive action barrier of
which TCAS is one element. However, the effectiveness of this barrier varies as not
all transiting aircraft have transponders, that is, not all aircraft would be detected by
TCAS.
The model in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 was created from information derived from the
generative interviews with stakeholders, particularly the RPT pilots. This simplified
model was seen to be appropriate as only one realistic threat was raised for RPT
traffic, namely the possibility of an unknown VFR aircraft transiting the CTAF(R) whilst
on another frequency.
It should be noted that the R2A model is a relative model and only assesses the
effect of the barriers.
A subsequent desktop semi-qualitative assessment was performed by R2A to test the
value of each of the precautionary barriers. The five different scenarios analysed by
R2A are discussed briefly below.
5.3.1

Without Primary radar feed to Brisbane ATSC (lines 1 and 2 in Figure 5.3).
R2A found it difficult to calibrate the model as the provision of Williamtown
primary radar to Brisbane ATSC was already established and improved the
system performance. Specifically, RPT pilots noted that there have been no
incidents since the feed was provided in December 2006. Accordingly, a back
calibration to determine the risk associated with no radar feed to Brisbane was
made assuming approximately a one in 10 year (0.13) loss of control of kinetic
energy. By back calculating the perceived reliability of the precautionary
barriers, the model determines that about eight potentially unknown/
undetected VFR aircraft pa are in transit whilst the RAAF Tower is nonoperational. The ‘TCAS success’ rating has been estimated by assuming 50%
of transiting VFR aircraft have transponders, 100% of RPT jet aircraft are
TCAS equipped and 50% of RPT turbo-prop aircraft are TCAS equipped. The
loss of control point overall has been back calibrated and calculated to occur
around once in eight years.
After the R2A study and following consultation with Airservices it was
established that the radar data at Brisbane ATSC had been intermittently
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unstable for some months. This aspect of the R2A report was re-evaluated by
the OAR and as a consequence considered and used selectively in the CBA.

Figure 5.3. Semi-qualitative assessment data

5.3.2

With Williamtown Primary radar feed to Brisbane ATSC (lines 3 and 4 in
Figure 5.3). By assuming that the Brisbane ATSC advice on terminal area
traffic from primary radar is 90% reliable and effective in improving RPT
alerted see and avoid, all the risk scores drop by an order of magnitude. This
changes the loss of control point occurrence to around once in 80 years.

5.3.3

With Tower Service (lines 5 and 6 in Figure 5.3). A generic Tower with a
99.5% success rate has been assigned. This is considered conservative,
especially for a Class C Tower. The second party advice has been reduced to
90% from 95% based on the tendency of pilots to relax vigilance to some
extent when provided with ATC advice. This changes the loss of control point
occurrences to around once in 8,000 years.

5.3.4

With Airspace Mandatory Transponder and TCAS on all RPT Aircraft
(lines 7 and 8 in Figure 5.3). This option was discussed by the Williamtown
Users Group but was not considered an option to recommend since it had
wider policy implications and could not be implemented quickly. For the
model, the precautions in lines 3 and 4 were retained but the ‘first party see
and avoid success’ rating was increased to 95% and the rating for ‘TCAS
success’ (that is, risk resolution advisory and response) after the operational
loss of control was increased to 90%. This changes the loss of control point
occurrences to around once in 5,000 years.
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5.3.5

With Williamtown Users Group proposed controls (lines 9 and 10 in
Figure 5.3). The R2A model indicates that the Williamtown Users Group
recommendations would reduce the number of unknown VFR traffic by
mandating radio calls in the special airspace and also enhance the second
party advice with the establishment of a Newcastle Airport Unicom service
(see Section 5.0 in the R2A Report at Appendix D). This changes the loss of
control point occurrences to around once in 800 years.
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6

Findings
Three different approaches were used to assess and evaluate the present condition
at Williamtown when ATS is not provided.

6.1 ARM and FN-curve
The study revealed that when the military and helicopter activity were excluded from
the data, the resulting Line 2 plots below the Scrutiny Line (see Figure 5.1). This
Line 2 is one where society will tolerate risks that are voluntary. CASA would not
expect fare paying passengers to be exposed to this level of risk. Therefore all
barriers that are considered must reduce the risk below the Scrutiny Line.
However, including the helicopter data and allowing for a limited amount of military
traffic (2% of the original data, i.e. those which are deemed to operate outside the
hours of ATC), the data straddles the Scrutiny Line and indicates that the risk levels
are unacceptable for normal RPT traffic.
Applying the ARM, Figure 6.1 shows the estimated fatalities pa.
Results of ARM

Helicopters removed

Only 2%
Military

D-Tower

Total Deaths pa

3.8E-02

4.8E-02

1.4E-04

Table 6.1: Results of the ARM model
This study revealed that introducing a Class D Tower service has the largest impact
and lowers the resulting curve onto the middle ALARP curve as seen in Figure 5.1.

6.2 Generative Interviews
In summary, the key points made in the generative interviews conducted by R2A
were:
• The issues which raised the initial concerns about safety at Williamtown appear to
have been individually addressed (see Section 2.3 of the R2A Report at
Appendix D).
• All RPT pilots spontaneously commented that other non-towered airports were of
much greater concern to them than Williamtown.
• There was consensus that one-off controls at individual airports were undesirable.
• The transiting group of VFR aircraft appear to be the primary cause of concern as
there appears to be confusion over the choice of the radio frequency to be
selected whilst flying over or in the vicinity of the airfield at a height above
3,000 ft. That is, there is a tendency for the VFR aircraft to be on the nominal
Class G airspace (ATC) area frequency rather than on the Williamtown CTAF(R)
frequency and making the radio calls appropriate to being in the vicinity of an
aerodrome.

6.3 Simple semi-quantitative model developed by R2A
The R2A study concluded that the Williamtown Users Group recommendations
appear to be the most appropriate for Williamtown to address collision risk when the
RAAF tower is non-operational (see section 3.4.1).
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7

General Comments
7.1 RAAF
Outside ATC hours, the one or two military operations pa operate on the CTAF(R)
frequency. These aircraft are all equipped with radios and transponders. It must be
noted that these movements are less frequent than those estimated in the
FN-curve model in section 5.
In the event of extensive military operations outside normal hours, the ATC Tower
would become operational. All combat aircraft are fitted with on-board radar and
operate with ‘due regard’ to other traffic. The on-board radars and the ATC radar
services operate independently.
Occasionally, a military CA/GRS is provided outside the hours of Williamtown ATS for
Defence movements. The CA/GRS has only operated for the departure of military jets
and in the last 12 months, only nine times. Therefore the military CA/GRS has not
been considered as a mitigator in this Study.
CHC Helicopters operate as an embedded part of military operations when the RAAF
Tower is active and so were not considered further.

7.2 RPT Pilots
The RPT pilots interviewed observed that there appeared to be only a small number
of other civil users on the weekends and during stand-down periods. These users are
typically transiting the airspace, with some conducting practice Instrument Landing
System (ILS) approaches.
All pilots interviewed at the time believed that since the primary and secondary radarfeeds from Williamtown had been provided reliably to Brisbane ATSC in
December 2006, good advice was being received and that no concerns had been
experienced. The general view was that they wished they could get this service at all
airports. All pilots noted that other non-towered airports were of greater concern than
Williamtown.

7.3 Williamtown Radar
The integration of the Williamtown radar data into Brisbane ATSC was sporadically
switched off and on due to data-integration problems. The view of the RPT pilots was
not consistent with the actual radar service available from Brisbane ATSC.
It is important to note that the Williamtown radar has experienced a side-lobe problem
which has resulted in false alarms in the Brisbane ATSC. The RAAF advised CASA
that these problems have been resolved on the 7 November 2007 and the radar was
operating again. Confirmation was received from Airservices that, at the time of this
report, the radar feed to Brisbane ATSC is under-going an assessment.

7.4 NAL
The NAL control room is manned 24/7. Therefore, any Unicom service operated by
NAL could be made available for all movements.

7.5 Newcastle Helicopters
Newcastle Helicopters operate adjacent to Williamtown and don’t appear to interfere
with runway operations. They operate in isolation from the airport activities. The
number of helicopter movements is not restricted or part of the capped six scheduled
movements per hour for Williamtown airport.
From visual inspection of Williamtown radar tapes it was concluded that most
helicopter movements support the maritime vessels at sea and are not in conflict with
RPT traffic.
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7.6 Airservices Australia
Airservices indicated that they approved of the methodology that R2A used in the
aeronautical study. However, they raised a number of concerns as listed below:
• Airservices was not initially consulted or briefed by R2A although they are a
stakeholder at Williamtown.
• Airservices have observed that, at times, some operators at Williamtown use
opposing runways.
• R2A did not do any on-site evaluation or observations.
• There is limited statistical evidence to prove that Class E airspace provides
measurable safety benefits over exciting Class G airspace in which a directed
traffic information service is available at a nominal 4,000 ft and above.
• Usually VFR traffic is below 4,000 ft, yet R2A still recommends introduction of
Class E airspace 4,000 ft and above. [It must be noted that in addition CTAF(R)
procedures are recommended by R2A.]
• Airservices questions the validity of a Unicom service as a mitigator.
• Airservices noted that no other options except the Williamtown Users Group
recommendation were seriously considered.
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Cost-Benefit Analysis
The results of the R2A study were used to calculate the RPT passengers at risk.
These values were then applied to calculate the benefit in the following CBAs.
The ALARP (As Low As Reasonably Practicable) principle provides a means for
assessing the tolerability of risk. The ALARP principle is founded on the legal
obligation of duty-holders to reduce risks to the point that additional risk reduction
would ‘cost’ ‘disproportionally’ more than the risk reduction (benefit) achieved. To
make this evaluation, there must be an option for risk reduction that can be identified.
The concept of gross disproportion requires duty-holders to weigh the costs of a
proposed control measure against its risk reduction benefits. Specifically, it states that
a proposed control measure must be implemented if the 'sacrifice' (or costs) are not
grossly disproportionate to the benefits achieved by the measure.
It should be noted that the OAR has not applied a Disproportionality Factor to the
CBAs. A Disproportionality Factor would require more robust and costly measures to
be put in place. The OAR is considering its position with regard to Disproportionality
Factors in airspace planning and may decide it is appropriate to apply such a factor. If
the OAR determines that Disproportionality Factors should be applied in airspace
planning, the results of this Study will be reviewed.

8.1 Class D Tower
In developing a CBA for a Class D Tower, it was determined that the category and
availability of RFF services are outside the scope of this review and were not
included.
The CBA assumes that no capital expenditure is needed to implement a Class D
Tower and that the current facilities are utilised. However, a Class D Tower service
would not utilise radar data. Additionally, the CBA assumes that the RAAF will initially
provide a Class C ATS and no further training would be required.
Costs (obtained from the RAAF – indicative only):
• three additional ATC at
$140,000AUD pa each
• one vehicle at
$ 16,296AUD pa
Total cost is estimated as
$436,296AUD pa
The benefit is calculated from Figure 5.3 and it is estimated that:
• 8.75E-02 – 8.75E-05 = 8.74E-02 RPT persons pa are not put in danger by
adding a Class D Tower. Therefore the benefit would be equal to
8.74E-02 x $2,330,000 (value of one statistical life) = $203,671AUD
Therefore, the total benefit is calculated as $203,671AUD.
Advantage: A Class D Tower service would be available for more that 90% of all
RPT traffic arrivals at Williamtown.
Disadvantage: VFR traffic transiting the Williamtown area, but outside the Class D
Tower area, could still pose a threat to RPT aircraft arriving and departing
Williamtown.

8.2 Class E airspace down to 4,000 ft
It was not possible to establish a cost for lowering Class E airspace to 4,000 ft as
input from Airservices was not available in the Study timeframe. However, it was
determined that cost would include the following items:
Costs:
• Reprinting of maps – if done in the AIRAC cycle, costs would be minimal.
• Rendering a Class E service from Brisbane ATSC should be minimal as
Airservices already renders an advisory service to 4000 ft and lower when the
Williamtown radar-feed is available. Extra maintenance costs should be
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•
•
•
•

minimal; however the cost to establish a reliable radar-feed has not been
determined.
A workload assessment and a gap analysis must be conducted.
A Safety Management System review would be required.
ATC training would be required.
Education and training would be required for pilots about the changed service
level.

The benefit is calculated from Figure 5.3 and it is estimated that:
• 8.75E-02 – 8.75E-03 = 7.88 E-02 RPT persons pa are not put in danger by
lowering the level of Class E airspace. Therefore the benefit would be equal
to 7.88E-03 x $2,330,000 (value of one statistical life) = $183,488AUD
Therefore, the total benefit is calculated as $183,488AUD.
Advantage: VFR aircraft transiting Class E airspace are required to listen out on the
appropriate frequency and select code 1200 on their transponder. Therefore, there
would no longer be a potential for confusion over which frequency a VFR aircraft
would be on if transiting at or above 4,000 ft.
Disadvantage: VFR traffic below 4,000 ft could still be a threat if this traffic does not
follow appropriate CTAF(R) procedures.

8.3 Class G airspace with additional barriers
This option requires a portion of Williamtown Restricted Airspace and CTA to remain
active when Tower services are no longer provided. Only those aircraft with
serviceable and operating transponders and radios would be permitted to enter the
Restricted Airspace/CTA. Only Class G services would be provided in the Restricted
Airspace/CTA and Williamtown CTAF(R) procedures would be retained.
Cost:
• The cost of fitment and maintenance of TCAS to all RPT aircraft was not
established. These costs are deemed to be minimal as most RPT aircraft are
already TCAS-equipped.
• Although for modelling purposes it was assumed that only 50% of aircraft
were fitted with TCAS, the reality is that a significant number (much larger
than 50%) are fitted with TCAS.
• The cost of fitment and maintenance of transponders and radios to all
transiting VFR aircraft was not established but should be negligible (see
paragraph 4.7 Surveillance).
The benefit is calculated from Figure 5.3 and it is estimated that:
• 8.75E-02 – 1.655E-04 = 8.73E-03 RPT persons pa are not put in danger by
this option. Therefore the benefit would be equal to
6.25E-03 x $2,330,000 (value of 1 statistical life) = $203,491AUD
Therefore, the total benefit is calculated as $203,491AUD.
Advantage: All aircraft within the airspace surrounding Williamtown would be known
to Brisbane ATSC and would be monitoring the Williamtown CTAF(R) frequency.
Disadvantage: This option would seriously impact the operation of aircraft without
serviceable transponders and radios.

8.4 Unicom
To establish a clear benefit, the Unicom should be available for all aircraft engaged in
passenger transport operations with a seating capacity of greater than 10
passengers.
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Cost:
• Resources for this option have been costed at $5,000AUD. Training and the
provision of the service could be rendered by NAL. All capital expenditure has
already been made by NAL.
The benefit was not quantified.
Advantage: All requirements with regards to personnel and equipment are in place;
the Unicom service could be rendered 24/7, and:
• Pilots would receive confirmation that they are transmitting on the correct
frequency. This alleviates the concern with broadcast only procedures not
closing the communication loop.
• Pilots’ situational awareness could be enhanced with information on reported
or observed aircraft in the area and other pertinent airfield activities or
movements.
• Provide updated general weather information that allows pilots to plan ahead
for approaches, missed approaches or diversions as appropriate.
Disadvantages: Those aircraft currently not applying CTAF(R) procedures would not
be captured by the implementation of this option. Unicom procedures and
competencies have not yet been established. It is not possible to budget for
performance outcomes in the absence of an operating Unicom service.
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9

Stakeholder Analysis
The following table provides a list of identified stakeholders for this review.
Stakeholder

Nature of Stakeholding

Comment

CASA/OAR

Regulator

-

Airservices

Service provider (radar
in Class E airspace)

Responsible for the integration of the
Williamtown radar feed into the Brisbane
ATSC system, managing Class E
airspace and the non-military radar

Defence

Provides a Class C
airspace ATS between
0800 and 2200 (local)
Monday to Friday
Owner of airport

DCAF requested the review

NAL

Lessee and airport user

Manager Aviation Services

User group

Subject matter experts

Airspace users

Table 9.1. List of identified stakeholders
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10

OAR Determination
The initial recommendation for Class D airspace on 31 August 2007 was based on
limited data. Following a further risk assessment, consultation with airspace users
and a CBA of potential mitigating measures, the OAR, on 9 November 2007,
determined that Class G airspace was the most appropriate airspace designation for
Williamtown during periods of stand-down. The OAR noted that the determination
was based on historical and current traffic levels, the disposition of traffic and the
expected absence of military traffic during weekends and the stand-down period.
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Conclusion
10.1

The CBA in section 8 revealed that the calculated benefits for all identified
options are marginal. In addition, it can be concluded that the most costly
mitigator, a Class D Tower, would cost in the order of $500,000AUD pa.

10.2

During the data gathering process, detailed discussions were held with all
known airspace users to ascertain their perceived risks to aircraft operations
at and around Williamtown when ATS was not provided. One major area of
concern identified was the potential conflict between inbound/outbound
passenger transport and non-radio VFR traffic transiting the Williamtown area
at approximately 3,000 ft and above. The transiting VFR traffic may be
considered ‘non-radio’ because of the potential for them to be on a different
frequency. As the potential conflictions do not occur in the close vicinity of the
aerodrome, the implementation of a Class D ATS from Williamtown Tower
was considered inappropriate at current traffic levels.

10.3

The OAR has not applied a Disproportionality Factor to the CBAs in this
report. The OAR is considering its position with regard to Disproportionality
Factors in airspace planning and may decide it is appropriate to apply such a
factor. If the OAR determines that a Disproportionality Factor should be
applied in airspace planning, the results of this Study will be reviewed.

10.4

It should be noted that the current OAR determination is based predominantly
on historical and current traffic levels. The OAR notes that the numbers of
passengers and aircraft movements at Williamtown are expected to rise, with
additional schedules and a new operator. The OAR believes that Defence,
Airservices, NAL and aircraft operators must consider upgrading the level of
ATS, airspace and aerodrome services so that the appropriate safety
measures can be put in place to keep pace with growth. The application of
sound safety management principles should allow permanent changes to be
implemented in a timely manner.

10.5

There are large numbers of passengers passing through Williamtown via
Newcastle Airport and the OAR is required to take the safety of fare paying
passengers as its highest priority. It is recognised that the greater proportion
of these passengers arrive and depart during the hours of ATC. However, the
numbers of passengers and aircraft movements at Williamtown are expected
to rise, with additional schedules and a new operator.

10.6

The following safety measures (among others) are strongly recommended to
be considered for implementation by Defence, Airservices, NAL and aircraft
operators:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Provision of Unicom (Unicom provides several safety benefits including
confirmation of correct frequency selection, confirmation of serviceability of
communications equipment, information on reported traffic and information
on observed traffic). The OAR strongly urges implementation of Unicom;
A higher priority to be placed on restoration of a reliable radar service
using Williamtown radars at the Brisbane ATSC;
A pilot education programme conducted to improve use of correct
frequencies; vigilance in areas of higher risk and compliance with
procedures outside controlled airspace;
Rationalisation of radio communications frequencies (there are at least
five frequencies which could be used by VFR transits in the Williamtown
area);
Access to the Williamtown Restricted Airspace by powered aircraft only
permitted if transponding;
Access to the Williamtown Restricted Airspace by passenger transport
aircraft with 10 seats or more only permitted if TCAS-equipped;
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•
•
•
•
•

Provision by Airservices of a radar-directed traffic information service in
Class G airspace to the lower limit of radar cover (approximately 4,000 ft)
regularised;
The lower limit of Class E airspace reduced to 4,000 ft;
The lower limit of Class E airspace reduced below 4,000 ft in association
with the improved Williamtown radar reliability;
Restrict numbers of aircraft movements;
Aerodrome air traffic control service.
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DAS Determination
On the 4 December 2007, the DAS considered the particular circumstances
surrounding Williamtown as well as the significance of Williamtown as a substantial
regional airport with an expanding number of scheduled passenger carrying
operations and involving progressively larger aircraft. The DAS considered that in this
case, the public expectation would be of a higher level of risk mitigation.
The DAS’ determination was ‘that Aerodrome and Approach Air Traffic Control
Services be provided at Williamtown for weekends and during the DRAP (Defence
Reduced Activity Period).’
The new determination by the DAS took into consideration a number of factors
including;
• The presence of existing operational tower facilities.
• The availability of qualified ATC personnel.
• The enhanced safety benefit of ATS to passengers using Williamtown airspace
during the stand-down period.
Defence provided ATS over the 2007/08 stand-down period. Airservices and Defence
are collaborating on delivering ATS in the longer term. The OAR is reviewing
the implementation of the Key Recommendations below and the
determination of 9 November 2007.
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Appendix A Airline Schedules Arrivals and Departures at Williamtown

Arrivals
Flight No.
JQ 481
JQ 474
JQ 485
JQ 476
JQ 493
JQ 487
DJ 691
DJ 691
DJ 691
DJ 624
DJ 902
DJ 626
DJ 902
DJ 626
DJ 904
DJ 906
QF2792
QF 2121
QF 2796
QF2154
QF 2123
QF2798
OT5015
OT5019
OT5013
OT5021
FQ 103
FQ 105

Effective As of 25 March 2007
A/C Type

A320
A320
A320
A320
A320
A320
B737
B737
B737
B737
B737
B737
B737
B737
B737
B737
DH8
DH8
DH8
DH8
DH8
DH8
EMB
EMB
J32
J32
Metro
Metro

Port
BNE
MEL
BNE
MEL
OOL
BNE
MEL
MEL
MEL
OOL
BNE
OOL
BNE
OOL
BNE
BNE
MEL
BNE
MEL
SYD
BNE
MEL
SYD
SYD
SYD
SYD
CBR
CBR
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
0715
0715
0715
0715
0715
0715
0715
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1300
1635
1635
1635
1635
1635
1635
1635
1810
1810
1810
1810
1810
1810
1810
1900
1900
1900
2105
2105
2105
2105
2105
2105
2105
0840
0840
0840
0840
0840
0840
0840

1150
1205

1205

1745
0850
1040
1555
1725
2000
2030
1615
1835
1145
2115
0910
1055

1745
0850
1040
1555
1725
2000
2030
1615
1835
1145
2115
0910
1055

1745
0850
1040
1555
1725
2000
2030
1615
1835
1145
2115
0910
1055

1205

1205

1745
0850
1040
1555
1725
2000
2030
1615
1835
1145
2115
0910
1055

1745
0850
1040
1555
1725
2000
2030
1615
1835
1145
2115
0910
1055
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1150

1150

1745
0850
1040

1745

1555
1725
2000
2030
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FQ 502
FQ 107
FQ 109
FQ 913
FQ 504
OT5005
OT5007
OT5009
OT5011
OT5011
OT5014
OT5013
OT5013
OT5020
OT5021
OT5023

Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
Metro
SWM
SWM
SWM
SWM
SWM
SWM
SWM
SWM
SWM
SWM
SWM

Departures
Flight No.
FQ 501
OT5006
JQ 473
OT5008
FQ 102
QF2120
OT5008
QF2793
JQ 480
OT5010
DJ 903
QF2153
DJ 625

PQQ
CBR
CBR
CBR
PQQ
SYD
SYD
SYD
SYD
SYD
INV
SYD
SYD
INV
SYD
SYD

1230
1735
2010

1230
1735
2010

1230
1735
2010

1230
1735
2010

1230
1735
2010

1230

2010
0805

0805

0805

0805
0915

1015

1015

1015

1015

1015

1015
1130

1245

1245

1245

1245

1245
1250
1355
1515
1625
2020
2045

Effective As of 25 March 2007
A/C Type

Metro
J32
A320
SWM
Metro
DH8
SWM
DH8
A320
SWM
B737
DH8
B737

Port Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
PQQ
SYD
0600
0600
0600
0600
0600
MEL
0610
0610
0610
0610
0610
0610
0610
SYD
0615
0615
0615
0615
CBR
0615
0615
0615
0615
0615
BNE
0630
0630
0630
0630
0630
0630
SYD
0645
0645
MEL
0645
0645
0645
0645
0645
0645
BNE
0745
0745
0745
0745
0745
0745
0745
SYD
0830
0830
0830
0830
0830
BNE
0910
0910
0910
0910
SYD
0910
0910
0910
0910
0910
0910
OOL
0910
0910
0910
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FQ 104
OT5012
DJ 903
OT5009
OT5012
QF 2795
DJ 627
OT5014
DJ 692
DJ 905
DJ 627
OT5014
DJ 692
JQ 484
FQ 503
OT5013
OT5016
FQ 106
DJ 692
OT5018
QF2122
OT5020
OT5020
JQ 486
FQ 912
QF2799
FQ 108
DJ 907
JQ 479
OT5022
JQ 492

Metro
SWM
B737
SWM
BDR
DH8
B737
SWM
B737
B737
B737
SWM
B737
A320
Metro
SWM
EMB
Metro
B737
J32
DH8
EMB
EMB
A320
Metro
DH8
Metro
B737
A320
BDR
A320

CBR
SYD
BNE
INV
SYD
MEL
OOL
SYD
MEL
BNE
OOL
SYD
MEL
BNE
PQQ
INV
SYD
CBR
MEL
SYD
BNE
SYD
SYD
BNE
CBR
MEL
CBR
BNE
MEL
SYD
OOL
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0935

0935

0935

0935

0935
0940
1035

1045
1100

1235

1045
1100

1235

1045
1100

1235

1045
1100

1235

1045
1100

1235

1100

1235

1155
1235

1315
1345
1400

1345
1400

1345
1400

1345
1400

1345
1400

1420
1445

1420
1445

1420
1445

1420
1445

1420
1445

1600
1615
1645

1600
1615
1645

1600
1615
1645

1600
1615
1645

1600
1615
1645

1705

1705

1705

1705

1705

1745
1810
1815
1840

1745
1810
1815
1840

1745
1810
1815
1840

1745
1810
1815
1840

1745
1810
1815
1840
1900

1930

1930
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1345

1345
1400
1415

1615

1705

1815
1840

1655
1705
1730
1745
1815
1840

1930
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Appendix B

Acronyms/Abbreviations

Acronym
Airservices
ALARP
AMSL
ANSP
ARM
ATC
ATS
ATSB
ATSC
AUD
CA/GRS
CASA
CBA
CASR
CTAF(R)
CTR
DAS
DCAF
Defence
DTI
ft
GA
ICAO
IFR
ILS
IMC
NAL
NM
NOTAM
OAR
pa
RAAF
RFDS
RFF
RGCSP
RPT
TCAS
Unicom
VFR
VMC

Williamtown Aeronautical Study – Version 1.0

Meaning
Airservices Australia
As Low As Reasonable Practicable
Above Mean Sea Level
Air Navigation Service Provider
Air Risk Model
Air Traffic Control (in general)
Air Traffic Service
Australian Transport Safety Bureau
Air Traffic Service Centre
Australian dollar
Certified Air/Ground Radio Service
Civil Aviation Safety Authority
Cost-Benefit Analysis
Civil Aviation Safety Regulation
Common Traffic Advisory Frequency (Radio
required)
Control Zone
Director of Safety
Deputy Chief of Air Force
Department of Defence
Directed Traffic Service
Feet
General Aviation
International Civil Aviation Organisation
Instrument Flight Rules
Instrument Landing System
Instrument Meteorological Conditions
Newcastle Airport Limited
Nautical Mile
Notice To Airmen
Office of Airspace Regulation
per annum
Royal Australian Air Force
Royal Flying Doctor Service
Rescue and Fire Fighting
Review of the General Concept of Separation
Panel
Regular Public Transport
Traffic Collision Avoidance System
Universal Communications
Visual Flight Rules
Visual Meteorological Conditions
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Appendix C
Reference

Date

ATSB Data
Operation

Category

LOCATION

near
miss

11km S
Williamtown,
Aerodrome

near
miss

9km S
Williamtown,
Aerodrome

near
miss

9km S
Williamtown,
Aerodrome

near
miss

9km S
Williamtown,
Aerodrome

near
miss

Williamtown,
Aerodrome

near
miss

Williamtown,
Aerodrome

Air Transport

On approach to Williamtown, the crew
had another aircraft sighted. The other
aircraft was then observed to turn and
climb in conflict with their aircraft
causing a TCAS RA to 'Climb'. The
crew responded to the RA and the
TCAS subsequently indicated ‘clear’.
(Saturday)

near
miss

Williamtown,
Aerodrome

Air Transport

During a visual approach to runway 30,
the crew received a TCAS traffic alert
followed by a TCAS resolution advisory
to climb. A climb was initiated until the
aircraft was clear of the traffic conflict.
There was considerable military air
traffic in the vicinity. (Tuesday)

near
miss

Williamtown,
Aerodrome

M200407887

25-Jul-04

Air Transport

M200407967

30-Jul-04

Air Transport

M200407967

30-Jul-04

Air Transport

M200407967

30-Jul-04

Miscellaneous

M200408522

09-Sep-04

Air Transport

M200408860

07-Oct-04

Air Transport

M200409531

M200500956

21-Nov-04

01-Mar-05

Williamtown Aeronautical Study – Version 1.0

Summary
While on descent passing 2,000 ft
approximately 6 N.M. south of
Williamtown, the crew observed a micro
light aircraft off to the right
approximately 1 N.M. and turning left.
Attempts to contact the pilot b y the
crew were unsuccessful. (Sunday)
While departing on climb from the MBZ,
the crew observed an unidentified
aircraft on TCAS. No communication
was heard from the pilot of the
unidentified aircraft and TCAS was
used to provide separation, although no
conflict occurred. (Friday)
While departing on climb from the MBZ,
the crew observed an unidentified
aircraft on TCAS. No communication
was heard from the pilot of the
unidentified aircraft and TCAS was
used to provide separation, although no
conflict occurred. (Friday)
While departing on climb from the MBZ,
the crew observed an unidentified
aircraft on TCAS. No communication
was heard from the pilot of the
unidentified aircraft and TCAS was
used to provide separation, although no
conflict occurred. (Friday)
While the de Havilland (Dash 8) was on
a visual approach to the circuit the
aircraft's TCAS activated an RA due to
a military aircraft passing behind and
approximately 400 ft above. ATC had
passed traffic information and the
military crew reported visual. (Thursday)
As the Dash 8 passed 400 ft after
takeoff from runway 12, the crew
received a TCAS TA indicating traffic
behind at 1,000 ft and closing. As the
Dash 8 passed 500 ft, the crew
received an RA but without the aural
annunciation or corrective
recommendation. (Thursday)
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Reference

Date

Operation

E200502263

07-May-05

Noncommercial

E200502637

27-May-05

Miscellaneous

E200503932

05-Aug-05

Air Transport

E200505630

03-Nov-05

Air Transport

E200506494

18-Dec-05

Air Transport

E200604042

19-Aug-06

Air Transport

W200700118

02-Mar-07

Air Transport

Williamtown Aeronautical Study – Version 1.0

Summary
During the approach, the aircraft turned
left without a clearance. When ATC
turned another aircraft right for avoiding
action, separation standards were
infringed. (Saturday)
The EMB-110 was arriving at
Williamtown during MBZ hours of
operation. The sector controller advised
the crew of two VFR tracks then
terminated radar services to the aircraft.
After landing, the EMB-110 crew called
sector and reported a `near miss'.
(Friday)
The PC-9 inbound to Williamtown and
the Boeing 737 (B737) holding south of
Williamtown came within two NM
horizontally and 400 ft vertically of each
other. The B737 crew took avoiding
action on receipt of a traffic alert.
(Friday)
After takeoff from Williamtown, the
aircraft climbed to maintain 5,000 ft
instead of the standard assignable flight
level, FL120. The aircraft passed into
class G airspace as a result of
maintaining a lower altitude. (Thursday)
During a departure from Williamtown
under CTAF(R) procedures, the pilot of
a Boeing 717 (717) reported receiving a
TCAS RA. The Brisbane Centre sector
controller reported seeing another plot
on the radar display in the vicinity of the
717. (Stand-down)
The pilot in command of the SA227
(Metroliner) reported an airprox with an
unidentified light aircraft about 12 NM
south of Williamtown in Class G
airspace. The aircraft passed at the
same level with about 100 ft lateral
separation. (Saturday)
The aircraft was cleared on a visual
approach to left base for runway 30 with
a requirement to remain 1 NM west of
the coast for separation from an aircraft
tracking south via the coastal corridor.
The pilot did not comply with the
requirement. (Friday)

Category

LOCATION

Airspace
violation

37km SSW
Williamtown,
Aerodrome

near
miss

Williamtown,
Aerodrome

near
miss

9km S
Williamtown,
Aerodrome

near
miss

46km SW
Williamtown,
Aerodrome

near
miss

Williamtown,
Aerodrome

near
miss

22km S
Williamtown,
Aerodrome

airspace
violation

4km E
Williamtown,
Aerodrome
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Office of Airspace Regulation
Review of Williamtown / Newcastle Airport whilst RAAF ATC is non-operational
October 2007
0.0

SUMMARY

R2A has been commissioned by the Office of Airspace Regulation (OAR) to review the
operation of Newcastle Airport whilst the RAAF ATC service is non-operational. A safety case
approach was adopted focusing on generative interviews with primary users including RPT
(Regular Passenger Transport) pilots and the Newcastle Airport / RAAF Base Williamtown
Users Group.
The principle issue of concern was an RPT encountering unknown traffic, typically a VFR
(Visual Flight Rules) aircraft without a transponder. The primary cause of unknown traffic is
believed to be transiting VFR pilots being on G space frequency rather than on the CTAF(R)
frequency during transit above 3,000 ft.
It was noted that the incidents which had apparently prompted the study had been directly and
individually addressed. These included the formation of the Newcastle Airport / RAAF Base
Williamtown Users Group (SQNLDR Ruth Elsley, Chair) and the provision of primary and
secondary radar feeds from the Williamtown RAAF Base to ATSC (Air Traffic Services
Centre) Brisbane. All RPT pilots interviewed observed that the Newcastle Airport without the
RAAF tower operating on weekends or during stand-down but with Brisbane ATSC providing
traffic advice based on Williamtown radar information meant that Williamtown was of less
concern than many other Australian ports.
The Users Group preferred precautionary recommendations were to lower Class E airspace to
4,000 ft over the CTAF(R) and provide a Newcastle Airport Unicom. Lowering E airspace to
4,000 ft is expected to encourage pilots to actively decide on a course of action (pass through E,
confirm transponder is on and correct area frequency selected) or advise the CTAF(R) on the
CTAF(R) frequency. This is expected to reduce the number of unknown (VFR) aircraft.
Providing a minimalist Newcastle Airport Unicom is expected to enhance 2nd party advice to
enhance alerted see and avoid.
R2A has reviewed the User Group recommendations in conjunction with a number of options
arising from discussions with AirServices and the OAR. A summary of the options considered
and relative risk outcomes based on the model for collision risk with VRF aircraft only is
shown below.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Options Considered for Airspace Collision Risk
Without Primary radar feed to Brisbane ATSC.
With Primary radar feed to Brisbane ATSC (Current Case).
With Towered Service (C or D).
With Airspace Mandatory Transponder & TCAS on all RPT Craft.
With Users Group proposed controls.

Change in relative risk
Once in 8 years.
Once in 80 years.
Once in 8,000 years.
Once in 5,000 years.
Once in 800 years.

The User Group intuitively considered the towered service, Option C (either RAAF C Class or
a new AirServices D Class) to be very expensive. Option D was considered difficult in the
short term at least. Option E appeared to be inexpensive and provided significant risk reduction
which was why it was recommended for further consideration.

October 2007
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1.0

OBJECTIVE

The objective of the study is to review the operation of Newcastle Airport whilst the RAAF
ATC service is non-operational. Typically this is on weekends and during the annual RAAF
stand-down period from mid December to mid January.

2.0

BACKGROUND

2.1

RAAF Base Williamtown

RAAF Base Williamtown is the premier fighter base for the RAAF in Australia. During
military operations, the airspace is restricted and the RAAF ATC provides a Class C towered
control service for any civilian craft the RAAF permits to enter the restricted airspace. The
AIP Australia information and location briefing for Williamtown is contained in Appendix G1.
An extract from the Newcastle VTC (Visual Terminal Chart) shows the area below.

Visual Terminal Chart (part) for Newcastle Airport
Newcastle Airport Limited has a lease with the Defence which allows a maximum of one
civilian aircraft to be scheduled for arrival every 10 minutes (6 per hour). Presently RAAF
ATC provides services from 8.00 am to 10.00 pm weekdays. During the operation of the RAAF
ATC this is restricted airspace with primary radar down to about 100 ft.
There are no unauthorised civil landings at any time.
October 2007
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2.2

Weekends and RAAF stand-down

During weekends, some public holidays and during the Christmas stand-down (about a month
from mid-December to mid-January) the RAAF ATC service is closed and the airspace reverts
to Class G CTAF(R). The scope of this airspace is generically described in the diagram below.

Transition Airspace Under Study
No unauthorised civil landings are permitted at any time. All RPT users indicate that there are
only a relatively small number of other users during weekends and RAAF stand-downs,
typically transiting the airspace with some using the ILS and over shooting (for training
purposes). The total is estimated at around 40 or so per day.
2.3

Reported Incidents and Responses to date

A number of significant incidents have been reported and subsequent actions taken to address
them. Only those occurring when the RAAF ATC was not operating have been described. A
summary of pertinent recent incidents as recorded by AirServices Australia are listed in
Appendix A of the Williamtown Airport Services Meeting. AirServices Australia (August
2007).
i)

Near miss with VFR by Brindabella RPT. This has been the subject of an ATSB
report. This inquiry recommended that the primary and secondary radar feeds
from Williamtown be provided to ATSC Brisbane. This was completed around
December 2006. During the generative interviews, no RPT user indicated there
had been an issue since.

ii)

Unpredicted thunderstorm caused all civilian craft to have to hold. As there was
no predetermined hold pattern, a number of RPTs had to self-separate from each
other and some VFR craft. The Newcastle Airport / RAAF Base Williamtown
Users Group is addressing this.

A summary of incidents at Williamtown from the ATSB incident / accident database is
contained in Appendix G2.
2.4

Newcastle Airport / RAAF Base Williamtown Users Group

The Newcastle Airport / RAAF Base Williamtown Users Group was specifically formed to
enable prompt resolution of issues relevant to all the users of the airfield. Particularly, it has
addressed issues of interaction of RAAF fighters with civil TCAS units and other matters.
Minutes of the two previous meetings are contained in Appendix G3.
October 2007
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3.0

STUDY CONCEPT

A safety case concept and process was adopted and is similar to that used for the development
of an aerodrome airspace collision risk model developed for the Civil Aviation Authority, New
Zealand in August. The methodology and approach is outlined in detail in the final Ambidji
report to CAA ‘Development of Standards and Practices for the Management of Aerodrome
Airspace Risk’ dated 29 August 2007 which has been provided to the OAR/CASA as part of
this study. The New Zealand industry briefing presentation supporting the approach is shown
as Appendix D. This briefing was also used to describe the process being applied during the
generative interviews and at the users’ group meeting.
A safety case is perhaps best described by Lord Cullen (2001):
A safety case regime provides a comprehensive framework within which the duty
holder’s arrangements and procedures for the management of safety can be
demonstrated and exercised in a consistent manner. In broad terms the safety case is a
document – meant to be kept up to date – in which the operator sets out its approach to
safety and the safety management system which it undertakes to apply. It is, on the one
hand, a tool for internal use in the management of safety and, on the other hand, a point
of reference in the scrutiny by an external body of the adequacy of that management
system – a scrutiny which is considered to be necessary for maintaining confidence on
the part of the public.
For Williamtown, such an approach suggests that the users of the airport collectively determine
what they believe is the appropriate level of precautions at the airport. The proposal is then put
up for scrutiny by the regulator and other parties who test it in various ways and if satisfactory
come to a view often expressed as: We see nothing wrong with what is proposed.
The primary approach used is that of generative interviews. The term generative has been
adopted after the work of the British psychologist James Reason. This is described in detail in
section 11.3 of the R2A Text.
Generative interviews are top-down enquiries and judgements of unique organisations rather
than a bottom-up audit for deficiencies and castigation of variations for like organisations. The
object is to delve sufficiently until evidence to sustain a judgement is transparently available to
those who are concerned. (Enquiries should be positive and indicate future directions whereas
audits are usually negative and suggest what ought not to be done).
During such a process, all reasonable practicable precautions should be established so that the
larger Users Group can have a view as to what ought to be in place for the issue of concern. In
doing so cognisance of the common law duty of care (which has a cost benefit aspect), perhaps
best outlined by Chief Justice Sir Harry Gibbs of the High Court of Australia in 1982 must be
sustained:
Where it is possible to guard against a foreseeable risk, which, though perhaps not
great, nevertheless cannot be called remote or fanciful, by adopting a means, which
involves little difficulty or expense, the failure to adopt such means will in general be
negligent.
In risk terms, the greater the number of independent barriers, the more effective and usually
less expensive they are collectively.
October 2007
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The information collected during the generative interviews can be represented using threatbarrier or bow tie diagrams which transparently reflect available precautions. These focus on
the number of independent barriers to an unwanted outcome which is consistent with the
common law precautionary position adopted by the High Court of Australia.
The value of such a technique is that it transparently shows the effect of additional precautions
and barriers in the context of the overall risk situation.
4.0

TASKS COMPLETED

4.1

Document Review

The following documents were reviewed:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)

4.2

AirServices Australia (December 2005).
Quick Look Airspace Risk Assessment. Williamtown Transition Airspace.
AirServices Australia (August 2007)
Williamtown Airport Services Meeting.
AirServices Australia (June 2007)
Trigger Criteria Snapshot (12 months to end June 2007).
Group Captain M Maher (10 July 2007).
Letter to Mr Bruce Byron, CEO, CASA.
Peter Cromerty (31 August 2007).
Letter to Air Vice Marshal John Blackburn, AO.
Newcastle Airport / RAAF Base Williamtown Users Group (1 March 2007)
Minutes of Meeting.
Newcastle Airport / RAAF Base Williamtown Users Group (23 July 2007)
Minutes of Meeting.

Generative Interviews

A series of generative interview were conducted with airport users and stakeholders. An
interview running sheet is attached as Appendix A. The following persons (and organisations)
were interviewed.
WGCDR Mark Robinson, RAAF Base Williamtown
SQNLDR Ruth Elsley, RAAF Base Williamtown
FLTLT Matt Morton (RAAF Flying Club), RAAF Base Williamtown
David Collins (CHC Helicopters), RAAF Base Williamtown
Graham Giddey, Newcastle Airport Limited
Paul Graham, Aeropelican
Ivor Durham, Newcastle Helicopters
Steve Shannon Brindabella Airlines (by telephone)
Sean Wallace, Jetstar
Phil Norton, QANTAS Link (by telephone)
Warwick Walesby, QANTAS Link (by telephone)
Paul Doherty, Virgin Blue.
All aviation organisations were extraordinarily busy. The authors are grateful for time being
made available for discussion.
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In summary the key points made by the users were:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

4.3

The issues which raised the initial concerns appear to have been individually
addressed (see Section 2.3 of this report).
All RPT pilots spontaneously commented that other ports were of much greater
concern to them than Newcastle.
There was consensus that one-off controls at individual airports was undesirable.
It is the transiting group of VFR aircraft that appear to be causing potential
problems. The reason appears to be a confusion over the choice of the radio
frequency to be selected whilst over flying the base. That is, there is a tendency
to be on the G space area frequency rather than the CTAF(R) frequency (and
making the appropriate calls) when at a height above 3,000 ft or so.

Threat Barrier Model for Unknown Aircraft vs RPT Collision Pair

Prior to the Users Meeting, the following threat-barrier diagram was developed to explore the
central issue of a RPT encountering unknown traffic. Practically, this supersedes the larger
model since it is directed at the specific issue of identified concern.

Threat-barrier diagram
Similar to the larger model, two loss of control points have been defined. The first is the
operational loss of control point, which is consistent with the ICAO definition of a loss of
control and the legal loss of control point which is defined as the collision envelope of one
aircraft touching another aircraft.
There appear to be four possible independent barriers prior to the operational loss of control
point. The first is almost the elimination option, that is, is it possible to remove unknown
traffic from the airspace? In addition to defining an airspace that requires all aircraft to be
detectable, this barrier also relies on education and enforcement. Third party control provides
positive separation for aircraft in the airspace. This can either be provided by a C or D tower.
Second party advice resulting in alerted see and avoid can be made up of a number of barriers
including traffic advice from ATSC Brisbane, CTAF(R), and Newcastle Unicom as well as
other pilots in the area.
After the operational loss of control there is a final evasive action barrier of which TCAS is one
element. However, the effectiveness of this barrier varies as not all transiting aircraft have
transponders or reliable, serviceable or detectable transponders. That is, not all aircraft will be
detected by TCAS.
October 2007
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4.4

Users Group Meeting

During the generative interviews the following precautions (Appendix C) were noted as
practicable and required further consideration. This was tabled at the users meeting on
Tuesday 2 October 2007 for discussion.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

CTAF(R) only
CTAF(R) plus flight following (AirServices Bne)
Unicom (airline provided)
UniCom (NAL)
CAGRS (NAL)
CAGRS (RAAF)
D Class Tower (Civilian)
C Class Tower (RAAF)
Class E to CTAF
Class E to ground.

The option of requiring all users of Williamtown special use airspace to have transponders was
discussed. This seemed to provide two benefits. Firstly, all RPTs with TCAS would see all
traffic and secondly, all traffic would be instantly identified if the base became operational at
short notice. This option was set aside as being difficult in the short term. Amongst other
matters, all RPT craft would require TCAS.
Present at the Users Group meeting were:
SQNLDR Ruth Elsley, RAAF Base Williamtown
SQNLDR Darryl Potter, RAAF Base Williamtown
SQNLDR Chris Beadle, RAAF Base Williamtown
CPL Andrew Mozozen, RAAF Base Williamtown
Graham Giddey, Newcastle Airport Limited
Warwick Walesby, QANTAS Link (by telephone)
Paul Doherty, Virgin Blue
Observers:
Gaye Francis, R2A
Richard Robinson, R2A
Sandy Robinson, R2A
Hans Sieker, Ambidji
Walter Schoning, OAR

At the end of this item on the Users Group’s agenda, Richard Robinson asked if there were any
others issues of concern or good ideas that had not been tabled. None were noted.
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4.5

Office Of Airspace Regulation Presentation

Following the development of the draft report for Newcastle / Williamtown, Richard Robinson
and Gaye Francis, R2A presented the results of the review as well as the risk context in which
the study was undertaken. The presentation is attached as Appendix F.
The following OAR personnel attended the session:
Terry Atkinson, Defence
Alan Bridges, Airspace Safety Specialist
Glen Campbell, Defence
Fred Fernandes, Reg. Impact Analyst
Richard Maning, Legal Counsel
Patricia McDonell, Airspace Project Specialist
Malcolm McGregor, Manager Airspace Change
Craig Patterson, Airspace Project Specialist
Bob Powell, Aerodrome & ATC Procedures
Graeme Rogers, Operations Manager
Walter Schoning, Project Manager
The objective of the presentation was to outline the concept and rationale for the alternate
airspace risk management process and to discuss the (preliminary) results of the application to
the operation of Newcastle / Williamtown airport whilst the RAAF ATC is non-operational.
Following the presentation, the group including the legal counsel indicated that they were
comfortable with the process undertaken.
With regard to Newcastle / Williamtown Airport whilst the RAAF ATC is non-operational,
OAR agreed to select 2 or 3 options including the one put forward by the Users Group to
discuss / investigate further with Airservices Australia.
4.6

Presentation to AirServices Australia

As a next step to the review completed for Williamtown, Richard Robinson and Gaye Francis
presented the risk context of the model as well as the option put forward for further
investigation by the Newcastle Airport / RAAF Base Williamtown Users Group. Charles
Robinson, Adam Martens and Glenn Morris, Safety Management, AirServices Australia
attended the meeting.
The AirServices’ representatives indicated that they were comfortable with the process
undertaken however questioned the integrity of some of the stakeholder information based on
their own observations during their review regarding non-compliance. This is discussed further
in section 6.1.5 below.
They also commented that due to interface issues between radar technologies at ATSC
Brisbane, the information from the Williamtown radar system may only be 50%
effective/available in providing traffic advice.
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5.0

USERS GROUP PREFERRED OPTION

Based on the model in section 4.3 above and the possible practicable precautions listed in 4.4,
the Users Group recommended that consideration be given to lowering the Class E airspace to
4,000 ft over the CTAF(R), and to provide a minimalist Newcastle Airport Unicom desirably
with access to Williamtown primary and secondary radar. The group did not intend the
Unicom to provide separation advice.
The feeling of the users group was that there would be a marginal cost to achieve these
outcomes and that a significant risk reduction would be achieved by these two barrier
enhancements.

6.0

R2A’S COMMENTARY

6.1

Key Risk Insights and Observations

In considering the risk issues associated with Williamtown, there are a number of overarching
precautions in place including limiting the number of arrivals to six (6) per hour scheduled 10
minutes apart, all civil landings are authorised by Defence and because most of the time,
Williamtown is restricted airspace, general aviation appear to stay clear of the area at all times.
In addition the following observations and insights were gained from the various stakeholders:
6.1.1 RAAF
Outside ATC hours, military operations are minimal. There is an occasional, 1-2 per year
military craft that arrive outside ATC hours under civil aviation rules. These are fitted with
radios and transponders.
In the event that the military deploy, the ATC tower is brought on-line and all combat craft are
fitted with on-board radar and go ‘dual regard’ (both aircraft and tower radar operate
simultaneously).
CHC Helicopters operate as part of military operations when the RAAF tower was active and
so were not considered further in this report.
6.1.2 RPT Pilots
The RPT pilots interviewed observed that there appeared to be a small number of other users on
the weekends and during stand-down periods. These users are typically transiting the airspace
with some ‘shooting the ILS’ for training purposes.
All pilots interviewed believed that since the primary and secondary radar feeds from
Williamtown had been provided reliably to ATSC Brisbane in December 2006 that good advice
was being received and that no concerns had been experienced. The general view was that they
wished they could get this service at all ports. All pilots noted that other ports were of greater
concern than Williamtown.
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6.1.3 NAL
The NAL control room is manned 24/7.
6.1.4 Newcastle Helicopters
Newcastle Helicopters operate adjacent to Williamtown and don’t appear to interfere with
runway operations. They really operate in isolation from the other airport activities. The
number of helicopter movements are not restricted or part of the capped 6 scheduled
movements per hour for the airport. On average Newcastle Helicopters complete 4-6
movements per day.
6.1.5 AirServices Australia
AirServices Australia indicated that based on a desktop review prior to a site visit, some sort of
traffic advisory service appeared appropriate for the stand-down period and on weekends.
However, after being on-site and making observations including opposite direction operations,
AirServices made the recommendation for a D Class tower.
There was also a discrepancy noted between the perception of the Users Group regarding the
reliability of the radar information provided to pilots due to technology interface issues. That
is, the Users Group and interviewed pilots felt that reliable advice on Williamtown traffic was
received was better than 90% of the time whilst AirServices estimated this to be closer to 50%.
This requires immediate resolution.
6.2

Potential Hazard Mechanisms

6.2.1 Traffic Mix
The mix of traffic experienced during deactivation of the tower appeared to be limited to RPTs,
VFR craft and a small amount of RAAF Aero Club activities including towed gliders.
During the generative interviews it was commented that one of the greatest collision risk
potentials in general is with craft involved in sports aviation. It was observed that Sports
Aviation Regulations and information are not up-to-date with regard to airspace classification
types, for example MBZs were still referenced. Associations are often not familiar with the
change which then aren’t reflected in procedures, regulations and other documentation. See
Appendix G4.
6.2.2 Opposite Direction Operations
Opposite direction operation was not raised as an issue by any interviewed party except
AirServices. AirServices observed such behaviour during on-site observations for their review.
There are no documented incidents of such occurrences.
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6.2.3 Bunching of Arrivals
As previously mentioned, NAL/Defence limit the number of scheduled civilian craft to a
maximum of 6 per hour scheduled 10 minutes apart. It was recognised that there are
sometimes delayed RPT craft and bunching could occur although it was not raised as a
significant issue by any interviewed party or the Users Group.
6.2.4 Growth at the Airport
NAL recognised that growth at the airport is expected over the coming few years. There is
sufficient capacity in the current 6 scheduled civilian craft movements per hour to
accommodate the proposed flights into Williamtown by Tiger Airways. However, peak periods
are already operating at the 6 movements per hour cap.
6.2.5 Over Flights above 3000ft
Transiting VFR aircraft above 3000ft appeared to be the issue of greatest concern for the RPT
pilots. As discussed in section 4.2 and 4.3 above, there appears to be confusion over the choice
of the radio frequency to be selected whilst over flying the base. That is, there is a tendency to
be on the G space area frequency rather than the CTAF(R) frequency (and making the
appropriate calls) when at a height above 3,000 ft or so.
6.2.6 VFR Traffic
It appeared that VFR traffic generally transit via the designated coastal or inland corridors
regardless of whether the RAAF tower was operational or not. Therefore these craft didn’t
cause any issues for RPT traffic in and out of Williamtown.
6.3

Precautions Reviewed by R2A

During the generative stakeholder interviews and Users Group Meeting, the following
precautions were reviewed. A full list of options tabled at the Users Group meeting is attached
as Appendix C.
•
•
•
•

C Tower (Defence)
D Tower (Civilian)
Restricted Airspace – Mandatory Transponder
UniCom and Class E to 4000ft

The only tower option viable for defence was a C tower. It was more efficient and less
expensive for the RAAF to achieve this higher level of service than to retrain staff for the
operation of D tower service. A civilian D tower option using the RAAF tower was not
considered practicable by the RAAF due to security and equipment manufacturer warranty
requirements.
The prospect of establishing a new civilian D tower was not considered further by any of the
interviewed parties as it was seen to be very expensive.
The mandatory transponder option was considered by the Users Group as being difficult in the
short term, in part because all RPT craft would be required to have TCAS.
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The options are further considered in the following section to determine the reduction in risk
estimated by their implementation.
As a result of subsequent in-house discussions a number of other suggestions have been tabled
below. These have not been tested with the Users Group.
i)

Promulgation of an AIC / NOTAM on the issues and procedures required for
Williamtown

ii)

CASA Safety Seminar/s be conducted for the Williamtown airspace for Sydney and
Williamstown surrounding flying school / club organisations

iii)

Including a note on the relevant VFR aeronautical charts (VTC/VNC) to require VFR
aircraft to monitor the YWLM ATIS prior to entering the YWLM Restricted Areas to
ascertain the operational status of the Restricted Areas.

iv)

Include on relevant VFR aeronautical charts (VTC/VNC) designated VFR Approach
Points [VFR Diamond Symbol] for use outside RAAF airspace activation periods

v)

Designate the VFR Transit Route with a specific name [such a Victor 1 in the Sydney
Terminal Airspace]

vi)

If YWLM Control Zone/Restricted Areas are deactivated the ATIS will contain
communications and transponder requirements, as well as recommendations for
preferred VFR route/altitude selection to minimize the conflict potential for IFR
aircraft.

vii)

VFR aircraft to follow ATIS recommendations wherever possible consistent with
maintaining aircraft safety demands and to adhere to all required CTAF procedures. It
is recommended that transiting VFR aircraft continue to utilise the long-established
VFR coastal and inland routes wherever possible whilst maintaining a listening watch
on the CTAF frequency, reporting at the normal points and squawking the VFR code
1200.
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6.4

Model Application

The model in section 4.3 has been created based on the information derived from the generative
interviews with stakeholders, particularly including RPT pilots. This simplified model was
seen to be appropriate as only one realistic threat was raised for RPT traffic, namely the
possibility of an unknown VFR aircraft transiting the CTAF(R) whilst on another frequency. A
subsequent desktop semi-qualitative assessment below was performed by R2A based on the
information gained during the generative interviews to test the value of the collective
precautionary barriers.

No of
2nd party
Operational
3rd party
potentially
advice
Loss of
Special use
1st party see
control
unknown
successControl pa
airspace & avoid
Craft Class
(C/D
RPT/VFR
Alerted
without
reducing VFR
success
Tower)
collision pairs
see &
RAAF ATC
exposure
success
(pa)
avoid
(pa)
Without Primary radar feed to Brisbane ATSC
RPT Jet
145
4
0.9
0
0.5
0.5
1.00E-01
RPT Turbo-prop
20
4
0.9
0
0.5
0.5
1.00E-01
Total
8
2.00E-01
With Primary radar feed to Brisbane ATSC (Current Case)
RPT Jet
145
4
0.9
0
0.95
0.5
1.00E-02
RPT Turbo-prop
20
4
0.9
0
0.95
0.5
1.00E-02
Total
8
2.00E-02
With Tower Service
RPT Jet
145
4
0.9
0.995
0.9
0.5
1.00E-04
RPT Turbo-prop
20
4
0.9
0.995
0.9
0.5
1.00E-04
Total
8
2.00E-04
With Airspace Mandatory Transponder & TCAS on all RPT Craft
RPT Jet
145
4
0.9
0
0.95
0.95
1.00E-03
RPT Turbo-prop
20
4
0.9
0
0.95
0.95
1.00E-03
Total
8
2.00E-03
With User Group proposed controls
RPT Jet
145
4
0.95
0
0.99
0.5
1.00E-03
RPT Turbo-prop
20
4
0.95
0
0.99
0.5
1.00E-03
Total
8
2.00E-03
Maximum
RPT
Occupancy

A
1
2
B
3
4
C
5
6
D
7
8
E
9
10

TCAS
Success

0.5
0.25

0.5
0.25

0.5
0.25

0.9
0.9

0.5
0.25

Loss of
Control of
Kinetic
Energy
(pa)
0.05
0.08
0.13

Years
betw'n
LoC of
Kinetic
Energy

80

5.00E-05
7.50E-05
1.25E-04

8,000

1.00E-04
1.00E-04
2.00E-04

5,000

Collision
Maximal
likelihood
without RPT persons
RAAF ATC at risk (pa)
(pa)

0.99
0.99

5.00E-04
7.50E-04
1.25E-03

7.25E-02
1.50E-02
8.75E-02

0.99
0.99

5.00E-05
7.50E-05
1.25E-04

7.25E-03
1.50E-03
8.75E-03

0.99
0.99

5.00E-07
7.50E-07
1.25E-06

7.25E-05
1.50E-05
8.75E-05

0.99
0.99

1.00E-06
1.00E-06
2.00E-06

1.45E-04
2.00E-05
1.65E-04

0.99
0.99

5.00E-06
7.50E-06
1.25E-05

7.25E-04
1.50E-04
8.75E-04

8

5.00E-03
7.50E-03
1.25E-02

5.00E-04
7.50E-04
1.25E-03

Chance
of not
colliding

800

Threat-Barrier Diagram and supporting Spreadsheet Model
This model is a relative risk portrait to demonstrate the change in risk achieved by the possible
augmentation of the possible four independent barriers that emerged during the generative
interviews.
6.4.1 Without Primary radar feed to Brisbane ATSC (lines 1, 2)
The model is difficult to calibrate as the provision of primary radar to ATSC Brisbane has
already improved the system performance. Specifically, the interviewed RPT pilots noted that
there have been no incidents since the feed was provided, but that the feed really has only been
in place for several months.
Accordingly, a back calibration to determine a baseline risk situation has been made (lines 1
and 2) based on the information collected during the interviews. Assuming a 1 in 10 year loss
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of control of kinetic energy (order of magnitude) and the perceived reliability of the
precautionary barriers, the model then determines that in whole number terms, about 8 or so
potentially unknown / undetected RPT/VFR conflict pairs per annum occur whilst the RAAF
tower is non-operational.
Considering the barriers in reverse order; the TCAS success has been estimated by assuming
50% transponders on transiting VFR craft, 100% TCAS on RPT jets and 50% TCAS on RPT
turbo-props. The 1st Party unalerted see & avoid barrier success has been set at 0.5 (50%). The
2nd party advice barrier (principally other aircraft calling on the correct frequency) success
probability has been initially set at 0.5 (50%). The 3rd party advice barrier (a tower) has been
set to 0 probability of success as is no tower service when the RAAF ATC is non-operational.
The special use airspace barrier has been set at a success probability of 0.9 (90%) based on the
interview comments that most transiting VFR craft either stick to the designated transit
corridors or stay outside the military restricted airspace even when the RAAF ATC is nonoperational.
The Loss of Control point overall has been back calibrated to occur around once in 8 years.
6.4.2 With Primary radar feed to Brisbane ATSC (Current Case) (lines 3, 4)
By assuming that the ATSC Brisbane advice on terminal area traffic from primary radar is 90%
reliable and effective in improving RPT alerted see and avoid, all the risk scores drop by an
order of magnitude (lines 3 & 4).
This changes the Loss of Control point occurrences to around once in 80 years.
6.4.3 With Tower Service (lines 5, 6)
A generic tower with a 99.5% success rate has been assigned. This is considered conservative
especially for a Class C tower. The second party advice has been reduced to 90% from 95%
based on the tendency of pilots to relax vigilance to some extent when provided with ATC
advice.
This changes the Loss of Control point occurrences to around once in 8,000 years.
6.4.4 With Airspace Mandatory Transponder & TCAS on all RPT Craft (lines 7, 8)
This is an interesting option. It was discussed by the Users Group but was not considered an
option to recommend since it had wider policy issues and could not be implemented quickly.
The model retains the precautions in lines 3 & 4 but sets 1st Party See & Avoid to 95% and
TCAS success (that is, resolution advisory and response) after the operational loss of control to
90%.
This changes the Loss of Control point occurrences to around once in 5,000 years.
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6.4.5 With Users Group proposed controls (lines 9,10)
Including the further recommendations from the Newcastle Airport / RAAF Base Williamtown
Users Group, would drop these numbers by a further order of magnitude (lines 9 & 10) for
what appears to the Users Group to be a marginal incremental cost. The Users Group
recommendations reduce the numbers of unknown VFR traffic by enhancing radio calls in the
special airspace and also enhance the 2nd party advice with the Newcastle Unicom service. (See
Section 5.0).
This changes the Loss of Control point occurrences to around once in 800 years.
6.5

Conclusion

The Users Group recommendation appears to be the most appropriate of those considered for
airspace collision risk at Newcastle airport when the RAAF tower is non-operational. This
view is based on the Users Group’s perception of the balance of the significance of the risk
versus the effort required to reduce it.
A more detailed cost / benefit analysis could be applied to test this conclusion.
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Appendix A: Interview Running Sheet, Status at 4 pm, 20th September 2007
Wednesday 26th September 2007
9.00 am

RAAF Base Williamtown
WGCDR Mark Robinson, SQNLDR Ruth Elsley (02 4964 6800), FLTLT Matt
Morton (RAAF Flying Club) and David Collins (CHC Helicopters) with
Richard Robinson (R2A), Gaye Francis (R2A), Hans Sieker (Ambidji) and
Walter Schoning (OAR).

11.00 am

Newcastle Airport Limited
Graham Giddey (02 4928 9817) with Richard Robinson (R2A), Gaye Francis
(R2A), Hans Sieker (Ambidji) and Walter Schoning (OAR).

2.00 pm

Aeropelican
Paul Graham (02 4928 9600) with Richard Robinson (R2A), Gaye Francis
(R2A), Hans Sieker (Ambidji) and Walter Schoning (OAR).

4.00 pm

Newcastle Helicopters
Shaun Dickson with Richard Robinson (R2A), Gaye Francis (R2A), Hans Sieker
(Ambidji) and Walter Schoning (OAR).

TBA

Brindabella Airlines
Steve Shannon on holidays until week commencing 24 Sep.

TBA

Jetstar
Nominated pilot Sean Wallace.

TBA

QANTAS Link
Nominated pilot Phil Norton (0418 667 154) (per Warwick Walesby).

TBA

Virgin Blue
Nominated pilot Paul Doherty (0434 609 819) (per Wayne Bradford).

Tuesday 2nd October 2007
2.00 pm

Williamtown Users Group (Newcastle Airport Limited Board Room).
SQNLDR Ruth Elsley, Chair. Progress briefing by R2A.

Gaye Francis
(03) 8631 3403
0425 816 577

20 September 2007

Richard Robinson
(03) 8631 3402
0418 338 517
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Appendix B: Agenda for meeting at RAAF Williamtown 26 September 2007
AGENDA
26th September 2007
Williamtown Aeronautical Study
RAAF Williamtown
Circa 9.00 am

1.

WELCOME

2.

ATTENDANCE / APOLOGIES

3.

AIM
To outline the Aeronautical Study process adopted for Williamtown to determine the
optimal collision risk control strategy during stand down periods.

4.

BRIEFING – Richard Robinson (around 30 mins)
Alternative Risk Assessment Model originally developed for the CAA NZ.
Briefing as provided to for Office of Airspace Regulation (CASA).

5.
5.1
5.2

THE MODEL
Data required
Generic control options to be tested are currently:
Class C – base case
Class D
Class G – CTAF(R)
Class G – CAG/RS

6.
6.1
6.2
6.3

NEXT STEPS
Data from other Williamtown airspace user classes
Progress report to Williamtown Users Group 2nd October 2007
Preliminary report 5th October 2007 for Office of Airspace Regulation (CASA).

7.

CLOSURE & THANKS

Richard Robinson
24 September 2007.

Distribution: WGCDR Mark Robinson, SQNLDR Ruth Elsley, FLTLT Matt Morton, David
Collins (CHC Helicopters), Hans Seiker (Ambidji), Walter Schoning (OAR).
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Appendix C: Possible Practicable Precautions
RAAF Tower Inoperable
Balancing risk against cost and inconvenience

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7
8.
9.
10.

CTAF(R) only
CTAF(R) plus flight following (AirServices
Bne)
Unicom (airline provided)
UniCom (NAL)
CAGRS (NAL)
CAGRS (RAAF)
D Class Tower (Civilian)
C Class Tower (RAAF)
Class E to CTAF
Class E to ground

Decreasing risk benefit
but lower cost and
effort.

Increasing risk
reduction but
increasing expense and
difficulty.

How would a reasonable defendant respond to foreseeable risk
(After Sappideen, C & Stillman, RH 1995. Liability for Electrical Accidents: Risk,
Negligence and Tort. Engineers Australia, Crows Nest, Sydney).

The overall situation is perhaps best summarised by Chief Justice Gibbs of the High Court of Australia:
Where it is possible to guard against a foreseeable risk, which, though perhaps not great, nevertheless cannot be called remote or fanciful, by
adopting a means, which involves little difficulty or expense, the failure to adopt such means will in general be negligent.
Turner v. The State of South Australia (1982) High Court of Australia before Gibbs CJ, Murphy, Brennan, Deane and Dawson JJ).
Richard Robinson, 1 October 2007
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Appendix D: Aerodrome Airspace Collision Risk Model Briefing
(Industry presentation originally presented at Wellington, 3rd August 2007)
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Aerodrome Airspace Collision Risk
Model Brieﬁng
3 August 2007

Aerodrome Airspace Collision Risk Model

The objective of this presentation is to
outline the development of the
Aerodrome Airspace Collision Risk
Model for the Civil Aviation Authority.

Gaye apologises but she is on holidays in Finland

1

Aerodrome Airspace Collision Risk Model

Model Context
The Journey
The Model
Commentary on Model

Aerodrome Airspace Risk Journey
1. Brief the CAA senior staff and lawyers of the proposed
due diligence process.
2. Gisborne Model development. The last was like holding
up a mirror to the users and creating a model that has
meaning to them. (Moths & light analogy).
3. Development of threat barrier diagrams and initial
calibration of trials, barrier effectiveness and outcomes
using Timaru data.
4. Stakeholder workshop to test the models.
5. Presentation to CAA and industry (today).

2

Aerodrome Airspace Collision Risk Model
Done in a legal framework, so as to be (seen to be) diligent.
That is, the idea is to ensure that all reasonable practicable
precautions are in place on a common law balance: the
balance of the significance of the risk vs the effort required to
reduce it
Most of us do this because its the ‘decent/right/proper’ thing
to do although the law tries to encourge same.
In making this presentation, R2A emphasises that we are not legal experts. Rather, the purpose is to demonstrate sufficient legal understanding
to ensure that all risk work completed has a useful legal basis.

Risk Types

3

Good Practice

.... the starting point should be an option which is
known to be reasonably practicable (such as one
which represents existing good practice). Any
other options should be considered against that
starting point, to determine whether further risk
reduction measures are reasonably practicable.
Reference: UK Health & Safety Executive (2001) Reducing Risks, Protecting People.
Appendix 3: Some issues relevant to assessing risk reduction options

4

Lord Cullen (2001)
A safety case regime provides a comprehensive framework
within which the duty holder’s arrangements and procedures
for the management of safety can be demonstrated and
exercised in a consistent manner. In broad terms the safety
case is a document – meant to be kept up to date – in which
the operator sets out its approach to safety and the safety
management system which it undertakes to apply. It is, on
the one hand, a tool for internal use in the management of
safety and, on the other hand, a point of reference in the
scrutiny by an external body of the adequacy of that
management system – a scrutiny which is considered to be
necessary for maintaining confidence on the part of the
public.
Rt Hon Lord Cullen 2001. Transport, regulation and safety: a lawyer’s perspective. The Transport Research Institute. Fifth Anniversary Lecture, 10 December 2001.

Statutory / Regulatory Safety Case

Idealised safety management system

5

Aerodrome Airspace Concept

Operations include entry incorporating approach and landing, exit incorporating take off
and departure, transit through the aerodrome airspace, users who remain within the
aerodrome airspace such as sky diving aircraft, go around and emergency / priority
landings.

6

Event Sequences
From the viewpoint of the ﬁrst aircraft, the event sequences relevant to collision risk are seen
to be:
a) The action plan adopted at entry, exit and transit are effective and happens as planned, that
is no conﬂict occurs.
b) The potential conﬂict craft is detected and the action plan tactically modiﬁed by the
implementation of appropriate separation.
c) The potential conﬂict craft is detected and the action plan tactically modiﬁed but
implemented in error (including failed response to ATC command) resulting in an operational
loss of control at least.
d) Potential conﬂict detected and subsequent further conﬂict results after action taken.
e) The potential conﬂict craft is detected and the action plan tactically modiﬁed but the primary
craft is unable to comply because of:
* Loss of navigational ability due to very sudden IMC (for example, rain storm) whilst in transit
* On board breakdown (for example, navigational equipment, engine failure) whilst in transit
resulting in operational loss of control at least.
f) Neither aircraft (or ATC if provided) saw or detected the other aircraft before the loss of
control points.
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Aerodrome Airspace Complexity
A number of factors can add complexity to a particular aerodrome airspace and should be
taken into consideration when developing the risk model at a speciﬁc aerodrome, namely:
• Weather
• Terrain
• Number and variety of aerodrome airspace activities including training and itinerants
• Multiple runway operations
• Restricted airspaces resulting in funnelling of trafﬁc and increased trafﬁc density
• Runway intrusion including railway line, animals etc
• Environment and activities adjacent to the aerodrome that may impact operations eg
population centres
• Aging aircraft with both obsolete technology and retroﬁtted new technology
• Speed differentials at the aerodrome
• Pilot experience and currency issues
• ATC experience issues especially regarding different trafﬁc.
The primary effect of most of these is to increase the likelihood of encountering an
unexpected conﬂict craft especially when manoeuvring because of an initial conﬂict.

Aerodrome Airspace User Classes

Ten user groups have presently been deﬁned, based initially on craft manoeuvrability
conceptually deﬁning the relevant collision envelopes.
i. Jets
ii. Turbo props
iii. Piston engines including microlights / ultralights
iv. Gliders
v. Helicopters
vi. Sky divers
vii. Hang gliders
viii. Paraponters
ix. Power parachutists
x. Balloonists
The concept model is not constrained by these.
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Operations
•
IFR
•
VFR
Aerodrome Airspace
•
Airspace classification including A/C/D/E/G, special
use airspace
•
Air Traffic Control including multilateration
•
Area Flight Information Service (FIS)
•
Mandatory Broadcast Zone (MBZ)
•
Common Frequency Zone (CFZ)
•
Universal Communications
•
Transponder Mandatory Airport
•
2nd party mutual observation
On-board
•
Non flying pilot
•
IFR equipment
•
TCAS / ACAS
•
Radio equipment
•
Transponder
Aerodrome
•
Flight scheduling
•
Special Aerodrome Rules (Part 91 & 93)
•
Published local procedures and education
•
Aerodrome Flight Information Service (AFIS)
•
Aviation Weather Information Broadcast (AWIB)

Generic
Controls /
Precautions

Loss of Control
The model deﬁned two loss of control points. The ﬁrst is the
aerodrome airspace operational loss of control deﬁned as
when two aerodrome airspace users come into conﬂict and
evasive action is required to prevent the second loss of control
point.
The second loss of control point is the collision loss of control
point deﬁned as being when the collision envelope of one craft
touches another and luck rules the day.
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Barriers & Precautions
The barriers are represented by the vertical lines in the model.
The solid lines represent existing barriers or precautions and
the dashed lines are possible further barriers.
For aerodrome airspace users there appear to be only three
main barriers to mitigate the risk of a collision. They are;
preparation and execution of a movement action plan,
maintaining separation either by a 3rd party or by the actual
user, and evasive action.

Go to Excel™ workbook.
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Outputs
The model estimates three key values; the aerodrome
airspace loss of control point, the loss of control point of
the collision envelope of one craft touching another
craft and a value for persons at risk.
The values from the calculation completed based on
representative data for Timaru Aerodrome appears not
inconsistent with other collision risk work by CAA.
Preliminary model predicts currently 1 collision in 177 years, with AFIS at 510 years, with ATC at 4,533
years.

Utility
1
The model can test on a relative risk basis the deletion or addition of a craft
class, variations in movements as well as testing for barrier changes especially
ATC for a particular aerodrome. However, comparisons between aerodromes
may be problematic and should be assessed carefully.
2
The use of complexity factors may be a simple way to apply threshold
criteria for when the model is applied. For example, the number of craft classes,
the number of particular craft class movements, the number of runways at an
aerodrome, terrain considerations etc rather than attempting to assess preliminary
‘risk targets’.
3
The model appears not to intrinsically require technical risk experts to use.
Rather it requires a competent facilitator who is able to collect the required
information from the class users in a generative manner and then transparently
test the results back with them collectively.
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Credibility
1 The model is expected to be reasonably robust in the sense that all class
users will test the risk perceptions of all the other class users at a particular
aerodrome. This may potentially cause some friction at an aerodrome.
However much of the valuable precautionary insight should occur during this
generative discussion process which should be independently documented.
For example the runway light precaution described below was noted during the
development study for Timaru.
2 Many of the model’s calibration numbers may be assessed from CAA data and
work. These would only be expected to be varied with particular explanations,
for example, the evasive action success probability would not be expected to
change for different aerodromes.
3 The model appears to be independently examinable by technical risk analysts
in the sense that the primary barriers can be treated as fault (or success)
trees. This enables the estimates given by the class users to be tested against
result of other studies. This also allows the contribution of location speciﬁc
precautions to the overall barrier to be estimated. For example, switching on
the runway lights to advise non-radio/transponder equipped craft of an
approaching passenger service.

Adaptability

The model can be easily modiﬁed to take into account
other class or sub-class users if required.
For example, piston craft could be sub-divided into
passenger planes and ultralights.
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Limitations
1 The model is peculiar to time and place and the class of user. It represents a snap
shot of the perceived risk at a particular aerodrome at a particular point in time by
the collective stakeholders at that aerodrome.
2 The model is silent on collision risks with terrain except in so far as terrain causes
increased complexity by ‘forcing’ other craft in common trafﬁc zones or patterns as
estimated by the class users.
3 The model does not consider special military operations. Military craft operating
under civil aviation rules are expected to be covered by the aerodrome airspace
user classes.
4 ATC failure has not speciﬁcally been considered in the model at this point. That is,
the possibility that ATC could direct two aircraft to the same place at the same time
creating a conﬂict.
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44WGDETWLM 2007/1074814/1 ( )
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF NEWCASTLE AIRPORT/RAAF BASE
WILLIAMTOWN USERS GROUP, HELD AT NEWCASTLE AIRPORT ON 02
OCTOBER 2007.
Present:
SQNLDR R. Elsley
SQNLDR D. Porter
SQNLDR C. Beadle
Mr G. Giddey
Mr P. Doherty
Mr W. Walesby
CPL A. Mozdzen
Mr W. Schoning
Mr R. Robinson
Ms G. Francis
Mr H. Sieker
Mr S. Robinson

44 Wing
44 Wing
Base Aviation Safety Officer
Newcastle Airports Limited
Virgin Blue
Qantas Link (teleconference)
RAAF Flying Club
CASA
R2A
R2A
Ambidji
R2A

Chair/Sec

Apologies/Absentees:
Brindabella Airlines representative
CHC representative
Mr Maurie McBain
Jetstar
Mr Sean Wallace
Jetstar
1.
Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting and introduced the R2A team. Meeting
commenced at 1400.
ITEM 1 – PREVIOUS MINUTES AND ACTION ITEMS
2.
WLM as alternate/Noise footprints. BASO advice was as that to promulgate WLM as
an alternate would require an amendment to the operating agreement with NAL which would
involve a very lengthy process and would include a great deal of higher level issues. If this is
to be pursued then it requires the airlines and NAL to process it through Air force
Headquarters.
3.
BASO also advised that whilst noise monitoring does occur at Williamtown it is as part
of the Hawk Environmental impact study and not targeted at reviewing flight paths of RPTs.
Decision:
Chair recommended that these two matters be closed as they are beyond the scope of the
AUG to resolve, members agreed.
4.
Safety Reports. SQNLDR Porter advised that no safety reports had been received by
Williamtown’s aviation safety cell and reiterated the address (WLMATCASO@drn.mil.au)
should the airlines wish to have the incidents investigated thoroughly and feedback provided.
For action:
No further action.

5.
Famil flights for ATCOs. Familiarisation flights for controllers is being progressed by
Maurie McBain of Jetstar, Warwick Walesby indicated that Qantas Link are very keen to
pursue this as they see great benefit from ATCOs participation in jump seat rides.
Decision:
Chair and Maurie McBain will continue to progress this initiative and keep Qantas Link in the
loop.
For action:
Chairman/Maurie McBain
6.
Holding Points. SQNLDR Porter provided a diagram with suggested holding patterns,
attached at annex A to these Minutes. SQNLDR Porter advised that the holding patterns had
been designed on a program called Falconview which does not provide for AIS developed
tolerances etc. In order to progress these holding patterns further, feedback is requested from
the operators of the larger aircraft on quantifying whether the size of the holding patterns
were acceptable. (nominally 6nm x 3nm)
7.
Paul Doherty from Virgin Blue indicated that their aircraft would need a 5nm holding
leg at the most.
Decision:
Jetstar feedback on the holding patterns will be sought and then RAAF would seek formal
progression through AIS for publication of these holding patterns.
For action:
SQNLDR Porter to continue progressing (hand over to next OFC)
8.
Low visibility departures. Air traffic Control has developed a Flying Order on Low
Visibility operations which complies with the requirements of the Manual of Air Traffic
Standards. A copy of the Flying Order was distributed at the meeting and is contained at
annex B.
Decision:
Warwick Walesby will advise whether this satisfies his requirements.
For action:
Warwick Walesby
9.
Operational Readiness Platforms. Chair advised that procedures for the use of the
Operational Readiness Platforms at Williamtown had been promulgated and that the ERSA
entry had been expanded to provide more information. The WLM Flying Order pertaining to
the procedures at Williamtown is at annex C and was distributed for individual operators to
conduct their own risk assessments. NOTAM C758/07 details the amended ERSA entry.
Decision:
No further action is required from the AUG on this matter, the item was closed.
ITEM 2 – PROGRESS REPORT FROM ON WILLIAMTOWN AERONAUTICAL
STUDY
10. Mr Richard Robinson of R2A, presented an outline of the Aeronautical Study process
adopted for Williamtown to the members of the AUG. The process is aimed at identifying the
optimal collision risk control strategy during stand down periods.

11.

R2A then presented the possible practicable precautions as being:
a.

CTAF (R) only

b.

CTAF (R) plus flight following (AsA Bne)

c.

Unicom (Airline provided)

d.

Unicom (NAL provided)

e.

CA/GRS (NAL provided)

f.

CA/GRS (RAAF provided)

g.

D Class Tower (Civilian)

h.

C Class Tower (RAAF)

i.

Class E to CTAF

j.

Class E to ground.

12. Much discussion ensued and all members agreed that full Class C services were not
warranted for the weekends and stand down period. The best option to be investigated was
perceived to be a combination of extension of Class E airspace to A040 congruent with the
CTAF and a Unicom provided by NAL. A040 was picked as a suitable level as it would
ensure radar coverage and covered the area where conflicts would most likely occur.
ITEM 3 – ANY OTHER BUSINESS
13. Cable hut lighting. .Chair advised that a question had been raised by Jetstar as to
whether the cables had a visible lighting alarm for when the cable was up (for instance when
there had been a power failure during CTAF (R) procedures). BASO indicated that this had
been investigated and that whilst a facility existed for this it was not connected and that the
Base was investigating this further.
Action
BASO will progress.
14. Photographs. BASO also indicated that Jetstar had requested photos fro training
packages of what the ORP looked like when it was occupied, what the cable looked like when
it was up and view from final. BASO had organised for these to be taken the following week
and requested if other operators were interested in receiving the same photos. Virgin Blue and
Qantas Link advised that they would much appreciate being included in the distribution.
Action
BASO will progress.
ITEM 4 – NEXT MEETING
15. The value of holding the meeting bi annually instead of quarterly was discussed and it
was agreed that with the limited issues that arise, it is of benefit to change the schedule to bi
annually. It was also agreed though that should issues arise which require addressing sooner,
then other meeting could be convened.

16.

Next meeting will be convened at NAL Boardroom on Monday 05 May 08 at 1400.

<original signed>
R.P. ELSLEY
Squadron Leader
Chair
08 Oct 07
Annexes
A. Suggested Holding patterns for RAAF Williamtown.
B. 44WG DET WLM Flying Order 27/07 – Low Visibility Operations
C. WLM Flying Order – Operational Readiness Platforms.
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Ofﬁce of Airspace Regulation

Review of the Operation of Williamtown / Newcastle Airport
whilst RAAF ATC is non-operational

12 October 2007

PURPOSE
The objective of this presentation is to
outline the concept and rationale for an
alternative airspace risk management
process and,
the (preliminary) results of its
application to the operation of
Williamtown / Newcastle Airport whilst
RAAF ATC is non-operational.

EXPLANATORY FLOW

1. CAA NZ Work
(Industry Presentation 3 August 2007)
2. Application to Newcastle Airport /
RAAF Williamtown

Wellington Industry Presentation
3 August 2007

RAAF Base
Williamtown

Newcastle Airport / RAAF Base Williamtown
1. Newcastle Airport Limited has a lease with
Defence.
2. A maximum of one civilian aircraft to be scheduled
for arrival every 10 minutes (6 per hour).
3. Presently RAAF ATC provides services from 8.00
am to 10.00 pm weekdays. During the operation of
the RAAF ATC this is restricted airspace with
primary radar down to about 100 ft.
4. There are no unauthorised civil landings at any
time.

Interview List
WGCDR Mark Robinson, RAAF Base Williamtown
SQNLDR Ruth Elsley, RAAF Base Williamtown
FLTLT Matt Morton (RAAF Flying Club), RAAF Williamtown
David Collins (CHC Helicopters), RAAF Base Williamtown
Graham Giddey, Newcastle Airport Limited
Paul Graham, Aeropelican
Ivor Durham, Newcastle Helicopters
Steve Shannon Brindabella Airlines (by telephone)
Sean Wallace, Jetstar
Phil Norton, QANTAS Link (by telephone)
Warwick Walesby, QANTAS Link (by telephone)
Paul Doherty, Virgin Blue

Key Points
i)

The issues which raised the initial concerns appear to
have been individually addressed.
ii) All RPT pilots spontaneously commented that other
ports were of much greater concern to them than
Newcastle.
iii) There was consensus that one-off controls at individual
airports was undesirable.
iv) It is the transiting group of VFR aircraft that appear to
be causing potential problems. The reason appears to
be a confusion over the choice of the radio frequency to
be selected whilst over flying the base. That is, there is
a tendency to be on the G space area frequency rather
than the CTAF(R) frequency (and making the
appropriate calls) when at a height above 3,000 ft or so.

Credible Threat Scenario

Threat Barrier Model for Undetected
Aircraft vs RPT Collision Pair

Possible Precautions Considered
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

CTAF(R) only
CTAF(R) plus flight following (AirServices Bne)
Unicom (airline provided)
UniCom (NAL)
CAGRS (NAL)
CAGRS (RAAF)
D Class Tower (Civilian)
C Class Tower (RAAF)
Class E to CTAF
Class E to ground.

User Group Recommendation
Much discussion ensued and all members agreed that
full Class C services were not warranted for the
weekends and stand down period. The best option to be
investigated was perceived to be a combination of
extension of Class E airspace to A040 congruent with the
CTAF and a Unicom provided by NAL. A040 was picked
as a suitable level as it would ensure radar coverage and
covered the area where conflicts would most likely occur.

Next Steps

1. Acceptance or otherwise of process
2. Resolution of Williamtown during
RAAF stand-down

Some Preliminary Numbers

Craft Class

Maximum
RPT
Occupancy

Total RPT
Airspace
Movements
pa without
RAAF ATC

No of
potentially
undetectable
VFR collision
pair craft pa

Without Primary radar feed to Brisbane ATC
1 RPT Jet
145
2011
2 RPT Turbo-prop
20
4160
Total
6171
With Primary radar feed to Brisbane ATC
3 RPT Jet
145
2011
4 RPT Turbo-prop
20
4160
Total
With further proposed controls
5 RPT Jet
145
2011
6 RPT Turbo-prop
20
4160
Total

2nd party
Operational
TCAS
advice
1st party see
Loss of
Success
success& avoid
Control pa
(assuming
Alerted
success
without RAAF 50% transsee &
ATC
ponders)
avoid

Maximal
Collision RPT persons
at risk
likelihood
without
pa without
RAAF ATC
RAAF ATC
(pa)

Special use
airspace reducing VFR
exposure

3rd party
control
(C/D
Tower)
success

4
4
8

0.9
0.9

0
0

0.5
0.5

0.5
0.5

1.00E-01
1.00E-01
2.00E-01

0.5
0

0.05
0.10
0.15

0.99
0.99

5.00E-04
1.00E-03
1.50E-03

145.77
83.20
228.97

4
4
8

0.9
0.9

0
0

0.95
0.95

0.5
0.5

1.00E-02
1.00E-02
2.00E-02

0.5
0

5.00E-03
1.00E-02
1.50E-02

0.99
0.99

5.00E-05
1.00E-04
1.50E-04

14.58
8.32
22.90

4
4
8

0.95
0.95

0
0

0.99
0.99

0.5
0.5

1.00E-03
1.00E-03
2.00E-03

0.5
0

5.00E-04
1.00E-03
1.50E-03

0.99
0.99

5.00E-06
1.00E-05
1.50E-05

1.46
0.83
2.29

Loss of
Control of
Kinetic
Energy
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44WGDETWLM 2007/1019445/1 (1)
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF NEWCASTLE AIRPORT/RAAF BASE
WILLIAMTOWN USERS GROUP,
HELD AT NEWCASTLE AIRPORT ON 01 MARCH 2007.
Present:
SQNLDR Mark Robinson
SQNLDR Darryl Porter
SQNLDR Chris Beadle
Mr Graham Giddey
Mr Arch Van Dongen
Mr Stephen Shannon
Mr Shaun Dickson
Mr Glenn Higgins
Ms Helen McDonnell
Mr Warwick Walesby
Mr Maurie McBain
FLTLT Catherine Rubin

44 Wing
Chair
44 Wing
Base Aviation Safety Officer
Newcastle Airports Limited
Virgin Blue
Brindabella Airlines
Newcastle Helicopters
CHC Helicopters
QANTAS Link
QANTAS Link
Jetstar
44 Wing
Secretary

Apologies:
Nil
1.
Chairman welcomed everyone to the inaugural meeting. He explained the intent of the
meeting was to have a forum to discuss and resolve where possible matters pertinent to
maintaining safe and effective aviation operations at Newcastle Airport/RAAF Base
Williamtown (WLM).
ITEM 1 - ATC UPDATE
2.
Chairman explained the background behind the recent change to WLM ATC operating
hours and discussed intended procedures for closing after the last scheduled civil aircraft
movement. At this stage, ATC hours are 0800-2200 (or until the end of military night flying
if later) Monday to Friday with the exception of public holidays. Operators were very
appreciative of the new hours but also indicated that in good weather they would be happy to
land without air traffic services (ATS) particularly for delayed flights. The provision of ATS
over the Christmas stand–down period is yet to be decided.
Post Meeting note: All parties have agreed that the provision of ATS will cease after the last
scheduled civil move. NAL will be consulted to confirm no additional moves exist before
closing
3.
Chairman discussed a recent visit to Brisbane Centre to discuss operations between
ASA and WLM ATC and highlighted that improvement in several procedures and ATC
practices will occur as a result of this liaison.
4.
Chairman briefly explained the history of the Flexible Use of Airspace trial taking place
in R595 and also the intent to change the way that this restricted area is NOTAM’d. It is
currently active H24 and deactivated by NOTAM, giving civil operators no certainty as to
when access maybe available for transit.
Post Meeting note: As of 05 Mar 07, R595 is activated by NOTAM on a weekly basis
detailing the hours of operation

5.
Chairman discussed the recent visit to Williamtown by members of ASA’s Safety
Management Group to study the provision of ATS outside of RAAF ATC hours. The draft
report has not yet been released but indications are that a Certified Air/Ground Radio Service
(CA/GRS) would be the most appropriate level of service. This is still only an AsA led study
and no decision has yet been made if any services at all will be provided. It is still to be
determined by higher authorities.
ITEM 2 – USE OF WILLIAMTOWN AS AN ALTERNATE
6.
Civilian operators requested approvals to use WLM as alternate for issues such as
aircraft maintenance and Sydney curfew cut-offs. Operators were advised that this is not
available principally for security reasons. Although SQNLDR Beadle (BASO) assured the
operators that this had been passed on to higher authority, operators requested this matter
discussed at the highest appropriate level.
Decision:
BASO will ensure the request has been passed on through the appropriate RAAF chain of
command. He will also look into the expedition of approvals on an individual basis provided
that it fits with the intent of the current agreement.
For action:
BASO
ITEM 3 – TCAS
7.
Civilian operators are concerned with some military aircraft arrival speeds and profiles
activating TCAS RAs when operating in proximity to WLM. Chairman assured all operators
that safety is never jeopardised by the application of visual separation procedures and it was
often the most expeditious separation standard when incorporating civil aircraft into military
operations. Operators acknowledged this but enquired if military aircrew could be reminded
of civil responsibilities to TCAS alerts and if profiles could be amended to reduce ‘nuisance
RAs’.
Decision:
BASO to attempt to re-educate the squadrons on the impact that their operations have
on TCAS.
For action:
BASO
8.
Chairman commented that ATC and the Base had no visibility of many ESIRs from
relevant operators that occurred in the vicinity of WLM and could therefore not assist in
amending procedures wherever possible. It seemed that there was a lack of awareness of point
of contacts (POC). Chairman decided that the generic 44WG Detachment WLM Aviation
Safety Officer e-mail address (WLMATCASO@drn.mil.au) should be the central POC for
any aviation safety issues from operators.
Decision:
Chairman to promulgate e-mail address in Minutes and all operators to ensure WLM ATC are
appraised of pertinent safety issues via this means.
For action:
Chairman/All operators

ITEM 4 – HIGH POWERED ENGINE RUNS
9.
The issue of where and when High Powered Engine Runs can take place with minimal
disruption to flying operations was discussed. The only suitable areas are currently the
runway and taxiway Juliet. Graham Giddey advised there is a plan in place to build an
appropriate facility on the civil side of the airport and will advise the outcome.
ITEM 5 – AIRCRAFT PARKING ON CIVIL APRON
10. Civilian airline operators raised the issue of congestion on the civil apron and suggested
that ATC could become more involved in reducing this.
Decision:
Graham Giddey will provide appropriate parking layout of the civil apron to ATC and
positions for relevant aircraft. SQNLDR Porter will brief controllers to assist NAL wherever
possible by passing parking positions onto arriving aircraft.
For action:
Graham Giddey and SQNLDR Porter
ITEM 6 – ATC PROCEDURES
11. Concerns were raised that occasionally ATC is unnecessarily increasing pilot workload
that by issuing complex instructions, sometimes in critical stages of flight. Chairman stated
that some of was due to the demise of familiarisation flights for controllers. This was
discussed in detail and all agreed that there should be some way of circumventing the
legislation that came into place post 9/11. Maurie McBain also stated that Jetstar could be
provide an experienced local A320 captain to brief controllers on A320 issues.
Decision:
It was agreed that familiarisation flights would help the controller’s understanding of these
issues. Chairman will investigate the feasibility of this. Chairman and Maurie McBain to
organise a briefing to all controllers on A320 procedures.
For action:
Chairman/Maurie McBain
12. Some operators complained of a lack of certainty of arrival procedures into WLM. The
introduction of STARS was discussed but all operators agreed that given the random nature of
fighter operations at WLM together with the associated fuel constraints, a ‘normal’ STAR
would be unfeasible. It was suggested however that simply publishing holding points (none
currently exist) would facilitate the mix of civil and military operations and allow greater
certainty of arrival procedures.
Decision:
SQNLDR Porter is to investigate a number of holding patterns around WLM.
For action:
SQNLDR Porter
13. Chief Pilot Brindabella stated that on one occasion a departing flight had been delayed
by over 30 minutes with little information from ATC as to why. Operators requested when
significant delays occur, ATC give an estimate of the expected delay time (to the best of their
knowledge) so that they can calculate fuel states. Chairman stated although some delays were

inevitable during peak military activities, this practice was unacceptable. Chairman was also
concerned that seemingly insignificant occurrences such as this can needlessly erode the
generally good working relationship that exists between ATC and local operators. Chairman
requested that similar events should be reported to ATC (via the DETCDR’s e-mail
(SQNLDR Mark Robinson) so appropriate education could take place.
Decision:
SQNLDR Porter to ensure all controllers give reasons for and estimates of delays whenever
possible.
For action:
SQNLDR Porter
ITEM 7 – LOW VISIBILITY DEPARTURES
14. Warwick Walesby (QANTAS Link) requested they operate under a local instruction for
low visibility departures.
Decision:
Warwick Walesby will forward a copy of current low visibility departure agreements to ATC
for implementation at WLM.
For action:
Warwick Walesby
ITEM 8 – BASE ORDNANCE ACTIVITIES
15. The recent impact of base ordnance activities on civilian operators was discussed.
BASO explained the ordnance operations that resulted in reduced runway operations were at
short notice due to squadron requirements and security of the exercise. He also explained that
this is not the norm and for the majority of these operations three or four weeks notice is
given.
ITEM 9 – AERODROME INSPECTIONS
16. Runway inspections are currently being conducted by both NAL and WLM ATC to
cover differing military and civil legislation. Inspections are conducted prior to the first civil
movement and prior to last light every day. Graham Giddey also stated some concern over
"Tennis Team's" lack of communication during CTAF–R operations
Decision:
Chair to liaise with NAL to reduce the runway inspection duplication. SQNLDR Porter to
liaise with “Tennis Team” members to re-educate radio skills.
For action:
Chairman/SQNLDR Porter
ITEM 10 – ATIS
17. Operators were concerned with the inability to receive the current ATIS outside of
20NM due to NDB capability. The availability of a dedicated VHF for ATIS was discussed
and deemed to be the best option.
Decision:

Chairman to investigate the suggestion that it be repeated on a VHF frequency.
For action:
Chairman
ITEM 11 – HOLDING FUEL
18. Warwick Walesby stated that the 30 minute holding fuel requirement for civil aircraft
operating into WLM has a particularly restrictive effect on one QANTAS Link flight and
asked if when military flying permits, this could be reviewed on an individual flight basis.
Decision:
BASO to negotiate with the WLM Base Commander and advise outcome.
For action:
BASO
ITEM 12 – DATE OF NEXT MEETING
19. In order to ensure that due diligence is applied to some action items, it was agreed that
the next meeting will be held in two months (first week in May, date TBA) with subsequent
meeting every three months.
20. This meeting was closed at 1140 h. SQNLDR Robinson thanked all participants for
their valued input into creating an effective and efficient operating environment at
Williamtown Airport for both civil and military flying.

<original signed>

<original signed>

M.A. ROBINSON
Squadron Leader
Chair

C. RUBIN
Flight Lieutenant
Secretary

<original signed>
W.F. MAZZONI
Wing Commander
Base Commander
12 Mar 07

44WGDETWLM 2007/1074814/1 (5)
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF NEWCASTLE AIRPORT/RAAF BASE
WILLIAMTOWN USERS GROUP, HELD AT NEWCASTLE AIRPORT ON 23 JULY
2007.
Present:
SQNLDR Ruth Elsley
SQNLDR Darryl Porter
SQNLDR Bill Bartlett
Mr Graham Giddey
Mr Tony Kempnich
Mr Shaun Dickson
Mr Maurie McBain
Mr Sean Wallace
Mr Doug Page

44 Wing
Chair/Sec
44 Wing
Base Command Post representative
Newcastle Airports Limited
Virgin Blue
Newcastle Helicopters
Jetstar
Jetstar
Newcastle Airports Limited

Apologies/Absentees:
Qantas representative
Brindabella Airlines representative
CHC representative
1.
Chairman welcomed everyone to the meeting and introduced herself as the new
Detachment Commander for Air Traffic Control at Williamtown. The meeting was delayed
and started at 1400.
ITEM 1 – PREVIOUS MINUTES AND ACTION ITEMS
2.
R595. Chairman briefly explained that R595 Flexible Use of Airspace Trial had
formally finished. Qantas are still receiving assurances through R595 and clearances are
available on an ad hoc basis, but more formal direction is expected to be provided by Air
Commander Australia in the near future.
3.
AsA Study. Chairman discussed the Aeronautical Study conducted by Airservices
Australia earlier this year and briefed that no decision has yet been made if any services at all
will be provided over weekends and Christmas Stand Down. It is still to be determined by
higher authorities.
4.
Use of Williamtown as an alternate. BCP representative advised that WLM still
cannot be used as an approved alternate for security and environmental issues. Jetstar
indicated that there remained difficulties with gaining approvals to bring aircraft in especially
past curfew, which can severely limit their operations given that WLM is their major
maintenance base. Length of time in receiving approvals to bring an aircraft in can be up to
two hours.
5.
Jetstar also suggested that to reduce the impact of noise on the curfew they would be
willing to implement a low noise footprint. Chair advised that the base does conduct noise
monitoring which included the civil aircraft operations and so this may be possible.
Decision:
Chair recommends that this item remains open for further investigation by BCP and NAL.
Chair also recommended that the next noise monitoring report should be analysed carefully to
determine whether a low noise footprint can be produced.

For action:
BASO
6.
TCAS. There has only been one reported TCAS RA since the last AUG meeting and all
participants agreed that there is nothing further that can be done about this and that RAs have
to be accepted as part if the Safety system..
Decision:
No further action.
7.
Safety Reports. Maurie McBain queried whether WLM had received copies of their
recent safety reports. SQNLDR Porter advised that he would check with WLM ASO but to
please send te reports to our generic 44WG Detachment WLM Aviation Safety Officer e-mail
address (WLMATCASO@drn.mil.au) as well as DDAAFS.
Decision:
SQNLDR Porter to investigate with WLM ASO whether he had received Jetstar safety reports
and provide feedback.
For action:
SQNLDR Porter
8.
Parking. Civilian airline operators previously raised the issue of congestion on the civil
apron and suggested that ATC could become more involved in reducing this. This issue has
been resolved by parking layout markings an coordination between NAL and ATC. Issue is
considered closed.
9.
Familiarisation flights for controllers is being progressed by Maurie McBain and he is
expecting to provide an update on this shortly.
Decision:
Chair and Maurie McBain will continue to progress this initiative.
For action:
Chairman/Maurie McBain
10. Holding Points. Publishing holding points facilitating the mix of civil and military
operations and allow greater certainty of arrival procedures was discussed at the last meeting.
SQNLDR Porter indicated that ATC had been developing holding points which would be
based on the LLZ and the 185 R WLM. Jetstar requested negotiation on the distances
reference profiles of the aircraft and SQNLDR Porter and Sean Wallace agreed to discuss the
issue off line. They also wished to pursue standardised tracking for final
Decision:
SQNLDR Porter is to continue to investigate a number of holding patterns around WLM with
Sean Wallace and standardised tracking options.
For action:
SQNLDR Porter and Sean Wallace
11. Low visibility departures. Warwick Walesby (QANTAS Link) previously requested
they operate under a local instruction for low visibility departures. No QANTAS Link

representatives were present and nothing had been received since the previous meeting so
Chair left this action item open for QANTAS Link to advise any further requirements.
Decision:
Warwick Walesby will forward a copy of current low visibility departure agreements to ATC
for implementation at WLM.
For action:
Warwick Walesby
12. Runway Inspections. Runway inspections are currently being conducted by both NAL
and WLM ATC to cover differing military and civil legislation. Inspections are conducted
prior to the first civil movement and prior to last light every day. Graham Giddey also stated
some concern over "Tennis Team's" lack of communication during CTAF–R operations.
Because of differing legislative requirements it is not possible to reduce duplication so this
will continue.
13. ATIS. Operators were concerned with the inability to receive the current ATIS outside
of 20NM due to NDB capability. The availability of dedicated VHF for ATIS was discussed
and deemed to be the best option. SQNLDR Porter advised that this issue had been in the
works for the past 18 months and had recently been signed off within the relevant
organisation. However, there will still be a time lag in it coming to fruition due to funding
issues etc. In the meantime operators were advised that time permitting ATIS information can
be requested from Clearance Delivery.
14. Holding Fuel. Warwick Walesby stated that the 30 minute holding fuel requirement for
civil aircraft operating into WLM has a particularly restrictive effect on one QANTAS Link
flight and asked if when military flying permits, this could be reviewed on an individual flight
basis. Chair advised that the 30 minute holding fuel requirement will not change for all civil
aircraft at WLM due to the nature of military operations.
ITEM 2 – APEC CONFERENCE
15. Chair advised all that QANTAS Link had posed the question of what would happen
during APEC if the Sydney Airspace had to close for a contingency. Chair advised that extant
diversion procedures would remain and that is Melbourne, Brisbane, Canberra etc. Newcastle
would operate as normal except in case of an emergency.
16. Further to this Chair advised that ATC would be operating over the weekend 7-10 Sep
to support the military moves in support of APEC requirements, but that this should have little
effect on civil operations.
ITEM 3 – OPERATIONAL READINESS PLATFORMS
17. Chair advised that a recent audit at Williamtown has required a review of the
procedures relating to the use of Operational Readiness Platforms (ORP). A military Working
Group to address this issue is scheduled for 26 Jul. Operators were advised that Williamtown
will probably require a formal acknowledgment of the procedures. Operators accepted the
advice and requested the dimensions of the ORP and the specifications of aircraft that would
be occupying it, so that they could use these for their own risk assessments.

Decision:
Chair will write to operators with procedures and specifications to seek formal
acknowledgement of ORP operations.
For Action:
Chairman
ITEM 3 – SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS
18. To enable the best possible forum to attend, Chair recommended that it be agreed that
the meetings be conducted quarterly on the first Monday of the month.
19.

Next meeting will be held at 1400 on 01 Oct 07 at NAL Board room.

20. This meeting was closed at 1521 h. SQNLDR Elsley thanked all participants for their
valued input into creating an effective and efficient operating environment at Williamtown
Airport for both civil and military flying.

<original signed>
R.P. ELSLEY
Squadron Leader
Chair
26 Jul 07

Flight No.
Brisbane

Canberra

D

City

Time

City

Time Frequency

QF2120

NTL

630

BNE

810

MTWTFS-

JQ480

NTL

745

BNE

850

Daily

DJ903

NTL

910

BNE

1020

MT-TF

JQ484

NTL

1345

BNE

1450

Daily

Airline

Flight No.
Brisbane

City

Time

City

Schedule effective 16 July 2007
Time Frequency
Airline

JQ481

BNE

600

NTL

715

Daily

QF2121

BNE

900

NTL

1040

MTWTFS-

DJ902

BNE

1050

NTL

1205

MT-TF

FQ502

BNE

930

NTL

1230

MTWTFS-

FQ503

NTL

1400

BNE

1700

MTWTF-S

JQ485

BNE

1520

NTL

1635

Daily

QF2122

NTL

1615

BNE

1755

MTWTF-S

DJ906

BNE

1630

NTL

1745

Daily

JQ486

NTL

1705

BNE

1810

Daily

QF2123

BNE

1845

NTL

2025

MTWTF-S

DJ907

NTL

1815

BNE

1925

Daily

JQ487

BNE

1950

NTL

2105

Daily

FQ102

NTL

615

CBR

725

MTWTF

FQ104

NTL

935

CBR

1045

MTWTF

Canberra

FQ103

CBR

800

NTL

910

MTWTF

FQ105

CBR

1145

NTL

1255

MTWTF

FQ106

NTL

1445

CBR

1555

MTWTF

FQ107

CBR

1630

NTL

1740

MTWTF

FQ912

NTL

1730

CBR

1840

SUN

FQ109

CBR

1900

NTL

2010

MTWTF

FQ108

NTL

1810

CBR

1920

MTWTF

FQ913

CBR

1900

NTL

2010

SUN

JQ473

NTL

610

MEL

745

Daily

DJ691

MEL

710

NTL

840

Daily

QF2089

NTL

645

MEL

905

MTWTFS-

QF2088

MEL

645

NTL

850

MTWTFS-

QF2091

NTL

1100

MEL

1320

MTWTFS-

JQ474

MEL

1135

NTL

1300

Daily
MTWTF-S

A

E
Melbourne

P

DJ692

NTL

1235

MEL

1405

Daily

QF2092

MEL

1350

NTL

1555

QF2095

NTL

1745

MEL

2005

MTWTF-S

JQ476

MEL

1645

NTL

1810

Daily

JQ479

NTL

1840

MEL

2015

Daily

QF2094

MEL

1825

NTL

2030

MTWTF-S

Coolangatta

DJ625

NTL

910

OOL

1015 Wed/Sat/Sun

Coolangatta

DJ624

OOL

1045

NTL

1150

SAT

(Gold Coast)

JQ492

NTL

1930

OOL

2030

Tue/Thu/Sat

(Gold Coast)

JQ493

OOL

1755

NTL

1900

Tue/Thu/Sat

Coffs Harbour

FQ503

NTL

1400

CFS

1535

MTWTF-S

Coffs Harbour

FQ502

CFS

1055

NTL

1230

MTWTFS-

Sydney

OT5006

NTL

600

SYD

645

MTWTF

OT5005

SYD

725

NTL

805

MTWT

OT5008

NTL

615

SYD

655

MTWT

OT5007

SYD

830

NTL

915

SUN

OT5008

NTL

645

SYD

730

Sat & Sun

OT5009

SYD

935

NTL

1015

MTWTFS-

OT5010

NTL

830

SYD

910

MTWTF

OT5011

SYD

1045

NTL

1130

SUN

QF2153

NTL

910

SYD

950

MTWTFS-

OT5013

SYD

1050

NTL

1145

MTWTF

OT5012

NTL

940

SYD

1025

SUN

OT5011

SYD

1200

NTL

1245

MTWTF

OT5012

NTL

1045

SYD

1130

MTWTF

OT5013

SYD

1310

NTL

1355

SUN

OT5014

NTL

1155

SYD

1240

SUN

OT5013

SYD

1430

NTL

1515

SAT

OT5014

NTL

1315

SYD

1400

SAT

OT5015

SYD

1530

NTL

1615

MTWTF

OT5016

NTL

1420

SYD

1505

MTWTF

QF2154

SYD

1645

NTL

1725

MTWTF-S

OT5018

NTL

1600

SYD

1645

MTWTF

OT5019

SYD

1755

NTL

1835

MTWTF

OT5020

NTL

1645

SYD

1730

MTWTF

OT5021

SYD

1930

NTL

2015

SUN

OT5020

NTL

1655

SYD

1735

SUN

OT5023

SYD

2005

NTL

2045

FRI

OT5022

NTL

1900

SYD

1940

FRI

OT5021

SYD

2025

NTL

2105

MTWTF

A
R
T
U

Melbourne

R
E
S

Inverell

OT5009

NTL

1035

IVR

1135

SAT

OT5013

NTL

1415

IVR

1515

SUN

Norfolk Island

O7 335

NTL

1110

NLK

1500

MON

Port Macquarie

FQ503

NTL

1400

PQQ

1440

MTWTF-S

Sydney

Inverell

Norfolk Island

Port Macquarie

OT5014

IVR

1155

NTL

1255

SAT

OT5020

IVR

1535

NTL

1635

SUN

O7 336

NLK

900

NTL

1010

MON

FQ502

PQQ

1150

NTL

1230

MTWTFS-

R
R
I
V
A
L
S
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